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COMMENTARY

Digital Signage Adapts During the Pandemic, Will Soar in 2021

COMMENTARY

“Sometimes you’re 
the hammer, and 
sometimes you’re 
the nail.” During the 
COVID-19 pandemic, 
no solution area 
better represents this 
saying than digital 
signage. While the 
pandemic slashes 
digital signage 

investment in some areas, in other areas digital 
signage is part of the answer to the pandemic’s 
needs. AVIXA’s Industry Outlook and Trends Analysis 
(IOTA) report series shows that digital signage has 
suffered more than AV as a whole, but that’s not 
the final story. Some areas see growth right now – 
especially in Asia-Pacific (APAC) – and the long term 
offers substantial growth around the world.

Before we get into the opportunities though, we need 
to address the weak areas of digital signage.  With 
the rise of immersive experience, digital signage 
had been a growth leader for pro AV, with a 10% 
revenue increase between 2018 and 2019. As we 
covered in a (pre-pandemic) Market Opportunities 
Analysis Report, sports venue operators identified 
digital signage as their top area for new investment 
to extend the attendee experience beyond the field 
of play. Retailers have also spent heavily on signage 
to make in-person shopping engaging and fun.  

Unfortunately, the common thread of these areas of 
expansion is the in-person experience. Thus, as the 
pandemic has separated us and kept us at home, 
it has limited spending on these digital signage 
applications.The good news is that the resilience and 
creativity of digital signage providers have enabled 
the technology to start solving new problems. As 
restrictions and guidelines have changed, digital 
signage has enabled businesses to maintain current 
messaging to their customers. This messaging can 
be both nuts-and-bolts practical—communicating 
procedures, traffic flow, etc.—and emotional, 

comforting customers and expressing solidarity.
Digital signage has been deployed in some cases 
to help with cleaning, with colour coding to identify 
when a room has been recently used and when it 
has been cleaned. It can also give critical information 
about space occupation, such as signage in an 
office lobby sharing real-time numbers about the 
occupancy of each floor in an office building.

Some new applications of digital signage are blurring 
the lines about what counts as digital signage 
at all, especially with the security/surveillance/
life safety solution area. Providers have combined 
digital signage with temperature cameras to enable 
buildings to seamlessly monitor the health of people 
coming entering. Crossover solutions like that 
challenge our market research team as we make our 
estimates. At a top level, the latest IOTA numbers 
call for a double-digit pullback in total digital signage 
revenue in 2020 (though less in APAC). But security/
surveillance/life safety—which includes spend on 
products that could be classified as digital signage—
sees nearly flat revenue worldwide and a 3.1% 
increase in APAC.

2021 looks even better. After such a hard 2020, 
digital signage will not recover completely until 
2022, but in APAC, 2021 is projected to come within 
a percent or two of its 2019 revenue.  Security/
surveillance/life safety builds on its 2020 strength 
with an absolutely outstanding 2021, as APAC is 
projected to see an 18.5% expansion in that solution 
area. The long term shows dynamic growth for both 
areas, with high single-digit growth projected from 
2023-2025.

The pandemic has hit digital signage hard for many 
of its in-person uses, but that’s only part of the story.  
Digital signage has also hit back at the pandemic, 
forming a critical part of countermeasures like 
communicating safety measures and monitoring 
indoor spaces. This flexibility has created revenue 
in the short term and a bridge to robust long-term 
growth.
www.avixa.org

By Peter Hansen, Economic Analyst, AVIXA

https://www.avixa.org/
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INTERVIEW

Companies Need to Invest in More Dynamic Technologies

SI Asia interviews Gan 
Ta Loong, Managing 
Director, Barco SEA 
and Vice President 
ProAV, Barco APAC 
about the ongoing 
challenges and 
adaptation required by 
organisations in their 
work places. 

As a result of Covid-19, what are the biggest 
challenges organisations are facing and what  
technologies are customers pursuing?

Businesses around the world were forced to adopt 
remote working almost overnight as the COVID-19 
pandemic swept the planet. Technology provided 
the vital link between business leaders, employees, 
customers, and supply chains as the world adjusted 
to the new ‘normal’. 

A recent survey by Barco indicated that many have 
suffered as a result of being separated from their 
colleagues, both emotionally and in their work. 
More than six in ten people believed that a lack of 
in-person interaction with colleagues was one of 
the key reasons for feeling less connected to their 
colleagues. In addition, 31% said they found it 
difficult to contribute to meetings, while 29% said 
they get easily distracted at home. 

To identify more permanent solutions to improve 
employee engagement and user experience, 
IT departments should consider meeting room 
technologies that are compatible with their existing 
solutions. Tools that are simple and intuitive can 
also be deployed quickly without extensive training. 
Building a workforce around a hybrid approach, 
balancing a mix of physical and virtual interaction, 
provides the flexibility to increase and decrease 
resourcing according to organisational requirements. 

Security is another key consideration here 
Businesses will need to ensure their cybersecurity 
measures are robust, as ever-increasing amounts of 

sensitive content travel across internal networks and 
the cloud via multiple devices and software solutions. 
Combined with employee training and a clear 
understanding of the security systems in place, risks 
can be mitigated.

What are the key tech trends set to impact the 
market in 2020/2021?

1. Employees want to be trusted to use whatever 
technology solution with which they feel 
comfortable
 
Dubbed ‘Bring Your Own Meeting’ (BYOM), 
employees want to use their own laptops or devices 
and their own preferred video conferencing software. 
Employees do not want to use ‘official’ company 
solutions but want the freedom to choose the tool 
that empowers them to perform at their best. As the 
BYOM trend increases, companies must implement 
solutions that facilitate seamless collaborations 
between multiple software and cloud-based 
technologies without compromising data security. 

2. Companies need to invest in more dynamic 
technologies
 
Meeting room designs of the future must enable 
virtual participants to feel immersed and engaged 
as if they are in the room, facilitated by technology. 
From webinars to virtual breakout groups, a host of 
creative and collaborative digital assets can facilitate 
more creative and productive sessions that can 
be more inclusive of employees whether they are 
physically present or otherwise.

Businesses must ensure that they are prepared 
for the future of the workplace that is emerging by 
adapting to the changes technology is bringing. 
Flexible work environments that are duly supported 
by powerful digital collaboration tools enables 
companies to give their employees the best 
possible chance of doing their jobs effectively and 
productively – no matter what the future holds. 

www.barco.com

INTERVIEW

https://www.barco.com/en/
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The Challenges of Setting up Virtual Classrooms

The emergence of 
COVID-19 has forced 
education institutions to 
adapt to digitisation in a 
short span of time. During 
this unprecedented time, 
technology has come 
to our rescue and one 
such technology that 

enabled the learning continuity is Virtual Classroom.
Vipin Pungalia, Director-Sales & Marketing, 
Professional Segment, Sennheiser India shares his 
thoughts.  

Virtual Classrooms and distance learning have 
become the primary learning method. This has 
presented challenges as well as opportunities for 
school/university management, educators, parents, 
and students alike. Some of the virtual classroom 
solutions have been implemented by teachers 
to help provide students with the best possible 
opportunity to learn and overcome the challenges 
of distance learning. However, considering that the 
use of technology in educational institutions was 
minimal, teachers can feel intimidated by technology. 
As per a report, only 5% teachers believe that they 
are receiving technical support with edtech in their 
schools. In this case, structured training will help 
teachers feel confident about using technology. 
Some schools have even organised regular support 
groups for teachers where they share tips and on 
blended learning. 

Due to the rapid shift from offline to Virtual 
Classrooms, schools have been under pressure 
to swiftly invest in virtual learning. With such a 
sudden transformation, various school/college 
management have to consider whether the tech 
they are planning to invest in is the right fit for their 
particular needs. Schools will need to take some 
time to evaluate to avoid any wasteful purchase 
that add little value to student’s learning. Investing 
in AV technology has become imperative for 
schools. The deployment of pro AV technology is 
beginning to shape the way students are being 
taught as they provide new innovative techniques 

that can improve both the performance and learning 
outcome. If there is a persistent audio issue due to 
the outdated technology, it gets difficult for students 
to stay focussed. This includes disruption due to 
network issues, background noises, poor-quality 
microphones amongst others. Hence, it is important 
to invest in the right sound solutions.

Now that the schools and colleges are gradually 
opening, some teachers are preferring to teach from 
their schools and institutes. Ceiling microphones 
such as the Sennheiser TeamConnect Ceiling 2 
offer hygiene benefits for cases like this. Sennheiser 
TeamConnect Ceiling 2 is additionally compatible 
with Zoom Video Communications, Inc.’s Zoom 
Meetings an in-ceiling unified communications 
solution consisting of the Sennheiser TeamConnect 
Ceiling 2 microphone. While ensuring perfect 
aesthetics the system provides users with 
a seamless, high-quality audio experience. 
Sennheiser’s TeamConnect Ceiling 2 microphone 
uses adaptive beamforming to automatically and 
reliably pick up the voice of the teachers speaking. 
This in turn facilitates distance learning, and 
prioritises hygiene as it enables touchless audio in 
classrooms to more easily maintain social distancing 
best practices while ensuring all students experience 
clear and discernible lectures. 

The Sennehiser TeamConnect Ceiling 2 microphones 
when combined with the PMQ series of AUDAC 
professional 100V quad channel power amplifiers 
and Xilica’s Solara QR1 low-profile quarter-rack-width 
processor ensure outstanding performance. number 
one priority. Since a lot of organisations now demand 
a low profile, aesthetically pleasing AV systems, 
one can mount it behind a digital sign, under a 
conference table, or in a drawer. 

Schools will benefit by investing in right tools and 
evaluating technological benefits they provide 
event post pandemic.  At the same time, the school 
management needs to work with companies that are 
dedicated to providing right technologies to achieve 
the intended goal. 
www.sennheiser.com

https://www.sennheiser.com


https://en-in.sennheiser.com/tcc2
mailto: info@sennheiser.com
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TechDataPS Co.Ltd Deploys Engaging Audio Experience at Geumjeong Arko 
Performing Practice Center

SOUTH KOREA: To create an immersive platform 
to showcase local culture and arts, Geumjeong 
Arko Performing Practice Center partnered with 
TechDataPS Co., Ltd., to deploy a high-quality sound 
system from HARMAN Professional Solutions.

With the foundation of a self-sustaining creative 
ecosystem, Geumjeong Arko Performing Practice 
Center is a stable and optimized practice space for 
performing artists. The venue consists of a grand 
practice room, two substantial practice rooms, 
and two small practice rooms. It also provides a 
showcase space for performing artists and groups. 

TechDataPS Co reported that the client wanted 
a high-quality audio system to record and edit 
audio. They also wanted to maximise the design 
setup and use the space for both practice and 
small performances. Such a setup needed the 
infrastructure and speaker systems to be flexibly 
configured, providing them with the opportunity to 
change the layout from horizontal to vertical when 
needed. HARMAN Professional audio systems, due 
to its unmatched flexibility and ease of use, were 
the ideal choice for this venue, according to the 
TechDataPS team. 

Combining the best-of-breed technologies from a 
range of HARMAN products, TechDataPS upgraded 
the performance venue. The speaker and subwoofer 
system installed consisted of the JBL AM7212 full-

range loudspeaker system with a dual voice coil 
and dual magnetic gap. PRX818XLF self-powered 
extended low-frequency subwoofer system with 
remote Wi-Fi control and PRX812W full-range 
speakers were fitted to the main system and floor 
monitor applications, offering powerful JBL signature 
sound and complete wireless control. 

The loudspeaker and subwoofer system was 
supported with Crown XTI6002 and XTI4002 
amplifiers and Soundcraft VI1 mixing console. As 
the client wanted a flexible, easily operable system 
with less staff involvement, digital mixer presets 
were introduced. BLU-100 processors were used 
to operate the setup without separate patching, 
ensuring seamless switchover and safe performance.

The team at Geumjeong Arko Performing Practice 
Center requested a “high-quality sound system with 
good stability, durability, and ease of management.” 
The Center reported to HARMAN that the audio 
equipment provided excellent sound quality for the 
space, and the intuitive interface of the digital mixers 
helped their staff get familiar with the system and 
operate it conveniently. 

“Providing pristine sound quality for multi-purpose 
venues like Geumjeong Arko Performing Practice 
Center require state-of-the-art audio systems that are 
future-proofed,” said Ramesh Jayaraman, VP & GM 
HARMAN Professional Solutions, APAC. “We would 
like to thank our partner TechDataPS Co., Ltd., for 
providing an enriching experience to the client and 
their unwavering confidence in HARMAN’s products 
as they continue to bring unique and engaging 
experiences to the fore.”

pro.haman.com

http://pro.harman.com


https://jblpro.com/installed-audio-apac
mailto:Hpro.APAC@harman.com
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Christie Laser Projectors Bring Coastal Landscapes to Life in Shandong Province

CHINA: Christie laser projectors have transformed 
the coastal landscape along the picturesque 
Changdao Scenic Area in Shandong province into an 
enchanted wonderland with stunning projections for 
a large-scale night-time extravaganza.

Titled “Dreams of Fairy Mountain”, the extensive 
multimedia spectacle was created by Quansheng Li, 
Lighting & Artistic Director of North China Municipal 
Engineering Design and Research Institute, to boost 
the night tourism sector in Changdao, an island 
known for its fabulous beaches, steep cliffs and 
jagged reefs carved by nature.

The night-time spectacular comprises 15 unique 
exhibits interspersed along the coastline, combining 
engaging storytelling, gorgeous natural landscapes, 
and innovative use of 3D projection, mist, water and 
other atmospheric effects to offer an exciting and 
spellbinding visual feast to visitors. Projection is 
accomplished by Christie’s trusted partner Wincomn 
Technology using 15 Christie D20WU-HS 1DLP laser 
projectors, two Christie DWU1075-GS 1DLP laser 
projectors, and 17 Christie DWU630-GS 1DLP laser 
projectors.

“Changdao is a very popular tourist destination in 
Shandong and we are pleased to be involved in 
the projection component of this highly anticipated 
night-time show,” said Tony Chen, General Manager, 
Wincomn Technology. “We have chosen Christie’s 
HS and GS Series laser projectors for this project as 
they have been proven to deliver outstanding visuals 
even in harsh environmental conditions.”

The main performance area takes place on a cliff, 
where vivid images of deities, sacred beasts, bright 
moons and whales are projected on the precipice to 
tell the mystical tale of ‘Fairy Mountain’. The visuals 
are accompanied by rousing music, special lighting 
and fog effects to deliver a captivating multisensory 
experience under the night sky.

Another highlight of “Dreams of Fairy Mountain” 
is a 100-meter-long forest-themed interactive 
corridor, where images of a sea of flowers, sandy 
beaches, ocean waves, and swimming fishes are 
projected on the floor by Christie DWU630-GS 
projectors discreetly installed overhead. Using an 
image tracking system, visitors can interact with the 
swimming fishes, adding to the fun and excitement.

The “Dreams of Fairy Mountain” nighttime spectacular features vivid projections on a cliff accomplished by Christie 1DLP 
laser projectors. 



visual environment technologies | etcconnect.com

The new silent partner

For more information go to
highend.com/silentpartners

http://etcconnect.com
https://www.highend.com/silentpartners?utm_source=SIA&utm_medium=banner210x285x&utm_campaign=SolaFrame-Studio
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Visitors are enthralled by floor projections along a 100-meter-long forest-themed interactive corridor

Guests strolling along the coastline can also enjoy 
several amazing projections on rocks and reefs 
that resemble animals such as a majestic looking 
lion and a playful seal. At another spot, images 
displayed on large boulders provide the illusion that 
they are beautifully dyed in multiple colours. Thanks 
to Christie’s proprietary BoldColor Technology, the 
projected images are accurately reproduced with 
stunning brilliance and full brightness.

Chen noted that the deployment of projectors for 
this multimedia extravaganza required meticulous 
planning and execution. “We had to ensure that the 
projections are perfectly presented on hills, cliffs, 
and reefs with the optimal brightness and details. At 
the same time, the installation must not cause any 
damage to these natural landscapes.”

The Christie HS and GS Series projectors are housed 
in weatherproof enclosures to further enhance 
their stability and reliability, since they are installed 
in harsh environments that are exposed to high 
humidity and seawater. “The projectors’ compact 
footprint and omnidirectional capabilities provided us 
with installation flexibility, while their low noise output 

made them ideal for placement at close proximity to 
guests without impacting the viewing experience,” 
Chen added.

April Qin, Director of Sales, Enterprise, Christie 
China, commented, “We are delighted that Christie 
laser projection solutions have brought the natural 
landscapes of Changdao to life with spectacular 
visuals that entertain thousands of visitors daily. 
Built tough and always ready to deliver big, bright 
and intensely colourful images, the Christie HS and 
GS Series projectors are powerful, reliable and 
cost-effective options for demanding, high-use 
applications.”

Stunning projections of a sea lion

Photos courtesy of Wincomn Technology

www.christiedigital.com

https://www.christiedigital.com
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mailto: live-expo.eng@reedexpo.co.jp
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Shure Collaborates With Huddly Cameras to Provide New Bundles for Conference 
Rooms

GLOBAL: Two leaders in the AV conferencing 
industry are joining forces. Shure is working with 
camera manufacturer Huddly to provide a new set 
of networked system product bundles. Shure is 
offering the Huddly IQ AI-powered meeting room 
camera as an optional add-on for a complete audio/
video solution in a variety of bundle choices. These 
bundles provide more convenient project specs and 
streamlined deployment to a wide range of room 
sizes and types – at a discounted price. There are 
numerous configurations,depending upon customer 
needs, including:

Table Array Microphone bundle featuring
• Microflex Advance MXA310 Table Array 
Microphone • IntelliMix P300 Audio Processor
• MicroflexTM MXN5-C Networked Loudspeaker
• Huddly IQ meeting room camera 

Linear Array Microphone bundle featuring
• Microflex Advance MXA710 Linear Array 
Microphon • IntelliMix P300 Audio Processor 
• (2) Microflex MXN5-C Networked Loudspeakers
• Huddly IQ meeting room camera 
Ceiling Array Microphone bundle featuring
• Microflex Advance MXA910 Ceiling Array 
Microphone • IntelliMix P300 Audio Processor
• (2) Microflex MXN5-C Networked Loudspeakers
• Huddly IQ meeting room camera

“With the increased adoption of AV technologies 
geared around simple deployment, intuitive 
operation, and seamless compatibility with leading 

collaboration platforms, this ecosystem offers a 
complete audio and video solution,” said Chris 
Merrick, Marketing Director, Global Systems, Shure. 
“Both Huddly and Shure believe in providing superior 
user experiences, and these new bundled options 
deliver.”

Huddly helps overcome the challenges of small 
meeting rooms that experience difficulties with group 
video. Screens are usually too close to participants 
and not everyone can be seen, which leads to 
frustration and a loss of engagement. Huddly IQ’s 
150° wide-angle lens and full HD video makes sure 
everyone is seen and feels part of the conversation, 
especially as they are socially distanced. USB-
powered and compatible with any platform, the 
Huddly IQ is ideal for smaller rooms and ad-hoc 
collaboration. Its simple plug and play set up is an 
effortless integration into any conference suite.

In fact, with Huddly IQ being Zoom and Microsoft 
Teams certified, it integrates seamlessly with 
Shure conferencing products. The expanded 
range of Shure Microflex Advance products – with 
complementary software for design, management, 
and control – offers expanded possibilities for 
systems integrators to deploy Shure’s premium 
audio capabilities into more types of meeting and 
collaboration environments than ever before. The 
Microflex Advance products are all natively designed 
to work with each other, and provide the market 
with a fast and efficient means to deploy premium 
audio, with IntelliMix DSP in either device-based or 
software formats. They are also designed to work 
with leading AV conferencing services such as Zoom 
and Microsoft Teams.

With the recent introduction of the Microflex MXN5-C 
Networked Loudspeaker, along with products like the 
new MXA710, MXA310, MXA910, Networked Mute 
Button, Designer, SystemOn, IntelliMix P300, and 
IntelliMix Room, Shure can now provide the complete 
audio signal chain, from input to output.

www.shure.com

https://www.shure.com


https://www.ledchina.com
https://live.ledchina.com
mailto:led-trust.cn@informa.com
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A Massive LED Display is a Center of Attraction at Yotta NM1 Data Center

INDIA: Delta, a pioneer in display and monitoring 
solutions, installed high resolution and ultra-bright 
indoor LED Display at Yotta NM1 Data Center located 
at Panvel, Navi Mumbai. Yotta NM1 is Asia’s largest 
and World’s second largest Uptime Institute Certified 
Tier IV data center. 

The combination of technology and architecture 
along with an extravagant LED Display has 
transformed the reception area into an artistic central 
point of the building. Delta’s Indoor LED Displays 
deliver seamless, high-resolution, and high-contrast 
display solution that can be used for broadcasting 
information, and showcasing multimedia to the 
visitors. In addition to creating a ‘wow factor’ at 
Yotta’s NM1 Data Center, the LED gives an out-of-
the-box visual impact to the clients and customers 
visiting the facility.

Placed at the reception of India’s largest data center 
building, the LED gives breathtaking views that 
combines elegance and technology at the center. 
Yotta NM1 was recently inaugurated in a virtual event 
in the presence of Shri Uddhav Thackeray – Hon. 
Chief Minister, Government of Maharashtra, Shri Ravi 
Shankar Prasad – Hon. Minister for Communications, 
Electronics & Information Technology and Law & 

Justice, Government of India and 
Sh. Subhash Desai – Hon. Minister of 
Industries and Mining, Government 
of Maharashtra. From a technology 
perspective, the LED wall is 62.3’ wide 
and 13.1’ high (19m x 4m). With 4.9 
million pixels mounted in a seamless 
arrangement, the display provides an 
extremely high level of photo-realism 
—a true-to-life display. This installation 
has set a benchmark for integration 
of audio and video technology at this 
scale which has been incorporated by 
a major data center. 

With a high contrast ratio and light 
output, the indoor LED Display delivers 
excellent images and video quality in 

any indoor setting. Using the most advanced image 
processing technology, the Indoor LED Display 
ensures an excellent, flicker free viewing experience. 

“Delta has been a great partner and we are excited 
to have such a magnificent LED Display at our 
reception area. It gives a unique experience to the 
visitors, as the LED Display delivers unparalleled 
image quality and brightness combined with 
seamless scalability and incredible resolution. 
These types of large Indoor screens are not just 
an excellent way of communicating information but 
also make for greater viewing experience for the 
people,” said Vijay Maheshwari, Head – Data Center 
Operations, Yotta Infrastructure. 

Amidst the Covid-19 pandemic, Delta Displays team 
managed to install and complete the setup within 
tight deadlines. The huge size of LED Display, at 
such a great height within the given time frame was 
a bit challenging yet achievable. Delivering the 
support and trust, the team was able to complete the 
installation on time. The LED Display at Yotta NM1 is 
supporting the company to share communication and 
plan social events with excellent image and video 
quality.

www.deltadisplays.com

http://www.deltadisplays.com/


https://www.leyard.com/
https://www.planar.com
mailto:sales.asia@leyardgroup.com
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The Worlds’ Largest Supernova Screen Installed in Japan

JAPAN: The world’s largest Supernova display can 
now be experienced in the Tokyo Port City Takeshiba 
Office Tower – a 40-story skyscraper in Tokyo, which 
often houses large conferences, shows and events.

The event company responsible for conference 
facilities, INFIELD Inc, was given the task to 
find a display covering the entire end wall of a 
huge conference room. After several visits to the 
showroom of dnp partner, KIC Corporation, they were 
convinced that the dnp Supernova Infinity was the 
perfect solution.

In order to create a display that would cover the 
entire back wall, KIC Corporation ordered a giant 
724” dnp Supernova Infinity display – the biggest of 
its kind in the world.

Apart from featuring dnp’s advanced Ambient Light 
Rejection (ALR) technology, the Supernova Infinity is 
a modular screen system that s customers to create 
exceptionally large-sized viewing experiences out of 
any number of Supernova screen units with no visible 
screen joints.

The panels were carefully installed from the bottom 
of the wall to the top of the ceiling. Throughout the 
installation the screens were carefully handled and 
protected from scratches and damages. The end 
result is quiet striking.

”The panels are perfectly joined and the entire 
display looks astonishingly seamless. Many visitors 
have mistaken the dnp Supernova Infinity installation 
for a huge LED screen for its amazing quality,” 
said Kunihiro Kobori, Conference Coordinator Sub 
Manager from INFIELD Inc.

The impressive conference room is now ready to 
take on a wide variety of large-scale exhibitions, 
launch events, artistic shows, IT seminars, award 
ceremonies and fashion shows, making a big impact 
with impressive visual stage effects thanks to the 
worlds’ largest dnp Supernova.

www.dnp-screens.com

https://www.dnp-screens.com/
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AtlasIED Becomes Distributor of InformaCast Emergency Mass Notification Software

GLOBAL:  When emergencies occur, every 
second counts. To provide commercial integrators 
of AtlasIED’s award-winning IPX Series of products 
with an enhanced method of mass notification of life 
safety information, AtlasIED now offers Singlewire’s 
InformaCast software. An ideal complement to 
AtlasIED’s IPX platform of IP endpoints, InformaCast 
delivers audible and visual alerts to both on-premise 
and mobile devices to ensure that information 
concerning lockdowns, evacuations, intruders, live 
shooters, severe weather, and other critical situations 
reaches everyone quickly and reliably. Both IPX and 
InformaCast integrate seamlessly with existing VoIP 
and other traditional networks, enabling integrators to 
easily implement a complete emergency notification 
system within schools, healthcare facilities, and 
industrial environments. 

As a distributor of the Singlewire InformaCast 
software, AtlasIED offers integrators and resellers 
the convenience of purchasing a complete life safety 
solution from a single source. Moreover, AtlasIED’s 
Engineered Solutions & Services (ESS) department 
is available to assist integrators with the design 
and implementation of InformaCast and IPX for a 
comprehensive UC environment. 

“As a natural extension of our IPX Series, the 
Singlewire InformaCast software helps integrators 
provide their commercial customers with an 
enhanced mass communications solution, with 
advanced emergency notification features,” says 
AtlasIED VP of IP Endpoints Alex Puorro. “The 
software amplifies the capabilities of not only IPX 
endpoints, but an entire communications network, 
making the IPX-InformaCast combination a great life 
safety addition for schools, industries, and healthcare 
facilities.” 

Adds Singlewire Software Pat Scheckel, EVP Product 
Management and Marketing, “With this partnership, 
AtlasIED representatives will gain several key 
features and use cases, including automated 
weather alerting from the National Weather Service, 
broadcast audio to IP phones, robust notifications 
to and from mobile phones, and integrations with 
collaboration platforms like Cisco Webex Teams and 
Microsoft Teams.” 

To learn more about AtlasIED’s new Singlewire 
solutions click HERE. 

www.atlasied.com

https://atlasied.com/singlewire-informacast
https://www.atlasied.com/
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Queensland Theatre Chooses Robe

Lachlan Cross at the Queensland Theatre

AUSTRALIA: Queensland Theatre – usually – sits 
at the buzzing heart and soul of Brisbane’s lively arts 
and performance scene, producing around eight 
or nine main stage productions a year between the 
351-capacity Bille Brown Theatre in the south of the 
city and at the 4-venue Queensland Performing Arts 
Centre (QPAC). The theatre also has a strong youth 
and educational program which allows school-aged 
artists to stage shows with the company. On top of 
that, they also receive shows at both the Bille Brown 
and QPAC, and tour productions across Australia 
throughout the year.The Theatre has Robe LEDWash 
300+s, eight of which were in residence when 
technical coordinator Lachlan Cross arrived in May 
2017, which has since increased to 32 fixtures.

The main increase in fixtures came when they 
finished renovating the Bille Brown Theatre in 
October 2018, after a A$ 5.5 million renovation which 
converted it from the former 228-seat Bille Brown 
Studio into the space it is today, complete with corner 
stage. 

The new lights were installed to facilitate the first 
show after the reopening, and more recently 
additional LEDWash 300+s brought the count up to 
32. This number gives enough stock for the option 
of being able to service more than one production 
simultaneously with LEDWash 300+s including their 
touring shows. At the time of the interview, all 32 were 
on the “Emerald City” show in the Playhouse at QPAC 
where they made up the overhead wash lighting rig.

Lachlan commented that he and others in the 
technical department – including technical manager 
Daniel Maddison – were all impressed with how the 
newer fixtures matched the original ones in continuity 
of output and without needing any additional 
calibration.

A number of different lighting designers work at the 
theatre including some regulars. They tend to be 
appointed by the director of each show, so LDs from 
all over Australia and internationally will visit and work 
there over the course of a year. In all cases, they 
are “very happy to work with the LEDWashes,” says 
Lachlan.

He mentions that the fixtures work equally well in the 
Playhouse, an 850-seat pros arch venue as at the 
Bille Brown. “They are extremely powerful and bright 
for the small size, and some who have initially been 
sceptical at first have quickly changed their minds 
once they’ve started using them!”
For him, ‘small is beautiful’ is a great concept that 
saves weight loading, power consumption and truck 
space, making the LEDWash 300 a great solution.

The Bille Brown Theatre has a flexible pipe-based 
rigging system and the LEDWash fixtures can be 
orientated in either direction above the corner stage 
as they have the single hook clamp. They are fitted 
with the top hat modules for soft diffusion. Most of the 
time they use them in Mode 2 which is one zone that 
allows for hi-res dimming and pan / tilt movement.
The LEDWash 300+s are the only moving lights that 
Queensland Theatre currently owns, although they do 
have 36 Lustr Series 2 LED zoom profiles as well as a 
range of generics including profiles, fresnels, multi-
Pars and PAR 64s. When there is a request for profile 
moving lights, they will generally rent in according to 
the LDs preferences.

The Robes have been supplied to the theatre via 
their local lighting partner, Entertainment Production 
Supplies.

www.robe.cz
Photo: Louise Stickland

https://www.robe.cz/
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Chinese Amusement Park Chooses PowerSoft

CHINA: Ge’s Fairy Village Resort, located in 
Shangrao, Jiangxi, in China, has long been a tourist 
hotspot famous for its religious culture and natural 
scenery. In order to keep the resort as attractive 
as possible, the administrators have undertaken 
construction of a new attraction, known as Lingbao 
Fairyland. 

In order to ensure that the audio infrastructure 
lived up to the scale of the attraction itself, Chinese 
company EZPro was hired to design and install an 
impressive sound system powered by 20 Powersoft 
amplifier platforms from across the company’s 
extensive fixed install range.

A total of 160 loudspeakers were deployed across 
Lingbao Fairyland, made up of 136 Hi-Z and 24 Lo-Z 
systems. To drive this, EZPro used 3 x Powersoft 
Duecanali 1604 DSP+D, 4 x Duecanali 804 DSP+D, 6 
x Mezzo 602AD, 2 x Quattrocanali 1204 DSP+D, and 
5 x X4 DSP+D, all Dante enabled.

“The original brief was to create a stable system 
with flexible signal connections, which was able to 
simplify the signal processing procedure a great 
deal,” said Weisong Wu, EZPro’s System Designer. 
“We took Powersoft amps into consideration 
straight away, due to their superior functions and 
attractive price point; which were both important 
aspects in fulfilling the customer’s needs. The entire 
system is tuned and controlled by ArmoníaPlus. 
With the embedded HealthPlus capacity, it is 
very easy to check the entire audio setup status, 
including loudspeaker impedance in case of system 
malfunction.”

Wu singled out the ‘night tour’ section of the 
attraction as an area where the audio system is 
particularly important. 

The tour leads visitors through the Chinese folktale of 
Ge Xuan’s success in Taoism, immersing them in a 
vivid Taoist fairyland embodied by sound, light, and 
physical structures.

This section includes 19 viewing spots spread 
across the whole town, among which one of the most 
visited spots is an open grassland. Two Powersoft 
Mezzo 602 AD amplifiers were selected to power 
the 36 loudspeakers installed in this area. They 
drive 18 speakers each – nine speakers per channel 
– operating with a constant voltage of 100V to 
distribute 20W for each loudspeaker.

“There are a few reasons behind the choice of 
Mezzo for that particular area,” said Wu. “Firstly, 
Mezzo amplifiers are small in size but that doesn’t 
compromise the quality of the sound. Secondly, it is 
quite cost-efficient as the budget of the whole project 
was an important consideration.” 

Wu added that the available Dante version of Mezzo 
amplifiers also makes the sound system more reliable 
with a faster transmission speed. 

“The end user has spoken very highly of the system,” 
added Wu. “They were particularly impressed with 
Mezzo’s strong capacity and stability in such a small 
factor.”

www.powersoft.com

https://www.powersoft.com/en/
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Nureva HDL300 and Dual HDL300 Systems Now Certified for ClickShare Conference 
by Barco

GLOBAL: Nureva Inc., an innovator in advanced 
audio conferencing solutions, has announced 
that its HDL300 and Dual HDL300 audio 
conferencing systems are now certified for Barco 
ClickShare Conference, a wireless presentation 
and conferencing solution. Together, they bring 
intuitive, platform-agnostic collaboration into any 
hybrid meeting or classroom environment. Users 
can wirelessly connect to the AV equipment in the 
room by plugging a Barco ClickShare Conferencing 
Button into their laptop and clicking the Button. This 
automatically recognizes Nureva audio systems to 
create an immersive BYOM (bring your own meeting) 
experience for in-room and remote participants. 

The requirement for more hybrid working and 
learning environments, along with a growing trend 
toward the use of personal versus shared devices, 
has amplified the demand for integrated solutions 
like this with Nureva and Barco. According to a 
global study conducted by Barco, 85% of employees 
want to get back to the office, and they’re looking 
to their employers to establish a technology-driven 
hybrid working environment that enables them to do 
so quickly, safely and flexibly. With the combination 
of Nureva and Barco systems, it’s quick and easy for 
teams to connect to all meeting room devices with a 
low-touch experience that is not tied to a particular 

UC&C platform. 
Nureva’s audio 
conferencing 
systems are 
powered by 
patented 
Microphone Mist 
technology, which 
fills a space with 
thousands of virtual 
microphones for 
true full-room 
coverage to ensure 
remote participants 
can hear every 
word. Nureva’s 

unique approach to audio conferencing easily 
accommodates physical distancing requirements, so 
that in-room participants can spread out, face any 
direction and move around the space as they talk. 
The system’s patented continuous autocalibration 
also means fewer room visits for IT staff.

“At Barco ClickShare, we highly value the certified 
partnership and guaranteed compatibility with 
Nureva, and together, we promise to bring 
customers better hybrid meetings and easy-to-install 
integrations that truly click,” said David Fitzgerald, 
vice president, Global Alliances at Barco. “Our 
simple, one-click wireless conferencing solution 
perfectly connects with the advanced audio solutions 
of Nureva, offering a complete experience for flexible 
meeting for both in-room and remote attendees.” 

“This certification with Barco ClickShare Conference 
reflects a growing ecosystem that leverages 
our standard plug-and-play connectivity for 
interoperability with all third-party UC&C clients, 
CODEC solutions and device-sharing plugins,” said 
Nancy Knowlton, Nureva’s CEO. “We are excited 
to team up with Barco to deliver a user-friendly and 
reliable BYOM conferencing experience in virtually 
any hybrid meeting or learning space.”

www.nureva.com

http://www.nureva.com
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Analog Way and DMT Sign Exclusive 
Distribution Agreement for Hong Kong 
and Macau

HONG KONG / MACAU: Analog Way, a world 
leading designer and manufacturer of innovative 
image processing systems, has announced the 
signing of an exclusive distribution agreement with 
Digital Media Technology Co. Ltd. (DMT) for Hong 
Kong and Macau.

Since its foundation in Hong Kong in 1990, DMT has 
built on a solid technical team to provide pre-sales, 
system design, turnkey system integration and after-
sales services for professional customers in and 
around the Greater China region.

“We are excited to have DMT as our exclusive 
partner in Hong Kong and Macau,” says Guy 
de Souza, Analog Way’s Vice President for Asia. 
“DMT has always been committed to provide the 
most professional services to their clients and their 
expertise will be key to increasing our presence 
on those markets, both in terms of products and 
services”.

“We are pleased to add Analog Way to our product 
portfolio and look forward to making this product 
available to our Hong Kong and Macau customers,” 
said Desmond Stou, General Manager of DMT. 
“The search for the perfect audiovisual equipment 
continues to be a challenge for many of the industry 
professionals, and Analog Way’s continual provision 
of proven solutions to a wide array of applications 
definitely satisfies their needs. ” 

www.dmtpro.com

www.analogway.com

Integrate Announces New Three Year 
Partnership

AUSTRALIA: Diversified Communications 
Australia, event organisers of Integrate Expo, and 
AVIXA Inc., the Audiovisual Integrated Experience 
Association and producers of “InfoComm” trade 
events globally, have signed a new 3-year 
partnership agreement to produce ‘Integrate in 
partnership with InfoComm’ for Australia. 

Integrate is Australia’s leading event and 
most comprehensive marketplace connecting 
Pro & Commercial AV and IT professionals. 
For over a decade it has been a hub for new 
ideas that continues to show the world that 
Australia is a launch pad for the application of 
innovative technologies, with the most immersive 
experiences yet to hit the market. The regional 
opportunities for Australian event participants 
particularly in 2021 are increased exponentially 
through this new broadened InfoComm 
partnership.

It will be co-located for the first time ever with 
the Security Exhibition and Conference, by event 
organisers Diversified Communications. The co-
location is set to significantly enhance Australia’s 
leading AV and Integration and Security events, 
becoming the only exhibition in Australia to service 
both industries and opening new technology 
opportunities that have arisen across both spaces.

integrate-expo.com

http://www.dmtpro.com/
https://www.analogway.com/apac/
https://integrate-expo.com/
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InfoComm India 2020 GoVIRTUAL: The eX Factor. 
The 2020 edition of Indian AV industry’s one and 
only premier tradeshow, when it opened on 18 
November – on what is reckoned to be the world’s 
first virtual tradeshow platform that combined AI-
powered business matchings and live product 
demos with virtual showcases – apparently delivered 
a powerfully ‘new genre of event experience.’ In that 
it may have also evolved a veritable alternative to the 
in-person show for the times to come, with a lot more 
anticipations. Our editor Ram Bhavanasahi gives his 
take. Read the article HERE.

Shanghai Transport Hub Installs Absen LED. A 
total of 1,800m² of Absen’s LED has been installed 
in the OXO City area of Shanghai Hongqiao airport; 
one of China’s most important transportation hubs. 
The centrepiece of this ambitious project is a 
gigantic 700m² videowall at the airport’s exit, which 
welcomes travellers and visitors into the adjacent 
shopping environment featuring a further 40 screens 
arranged into eight cubes, all of which are used to 
display the same vivid, cyberpunk-inspired 3D video 
content. OXO City – which is connected to Hongqiao 
International Airport’s T2 in the east and Hongqiao 
Railway Station in the west – also serves as the 
transfer station of Line 2, Line 10, and Line 17 of the 
city’s metro, giving it an average daily passenger 
flow of over 500,000 people.

www.absen.com

Christie, Appoints Exertis ProAV Australia to Drive 
Growth in Australia and New Zealand. According 
to Michael Bosworth, Executive Vice President, 
Enterprise at Christie, Christie selected Exertis ProAV 
Australia to represent the line because of its deep 
and broad base of knowledge across all vertical 
markets and its unmatched commitment to providing 
high value added, specialist focused programs that 
can directly contribute to Christie’s future growth in 
the region. 

www.christiedigital.com

IN BRIEF

SI Asia’s, New Year Initiative in India: Exclusive 
Monthly E-newsletter. Systems Integration Asia – as 
part of its continued endeavour to represent the 
regional industry as vividly as possible even as it 
strives to stay as closer to the ground as possible – 
has yet another binding initiative coming up. As the 
industry transitions from Pre-COVID times towards 
Post-COVID times, SI Asia has formulated yet another 
digital initiative for one of its largest and strongest 
market geographies- India. Come 2021, and Indian 
AV industry will have a timely informative treat to 
relish. 

www.systemsintegrationasia.com

David Lim to Collaborate with Spinworkz on 
Industry Engagement. Spinworkz Pte Ltd is pleased 
to announce that David Lim will be leading the 
company’s Industry Engagement activities. David 
Lim formerly worked for InfoCommAsia Pte Ltd 
as the Senior Director and was responsible for 
sales, implementation and project management 
of InfoComm India, InfoComm Southeast Asia and 
InfoComm Middle East & Africa.

www.spinworkz.com

Karan Kathuria Joins Renkus-Heinz with Focus on 
Asia, Oceania and SAARC Regions. Renkus-Heinz, 
manufacturer of premium professional loudspeakers, 
have appointed Karan Kathuria to the position 
of Director operating across Asia, Oceania and 
SAARC. The role will see Kathuria evolving these 
regions through the introduction of Renkus-Heinz 
technologies to the Pro AV community – including 
consultants, integrators and end users.

www.renkus-heinz.com

https://www.systemsintegrationasia.com/infocomm-india-2020-govirtual-the-ex-factor/
https://www.absen.com/
https://www.christiedigital.com/
https://www.systemsintegrationasia.com/
https://www.spinworkz.com/
https://www.renkus-heinz.com/
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New M-Vision and E-Vision Laser Projectors Offer Exceptional Power and Value

The newly launched M-Vision 23000 and E-Vision 
15000  harness the exceptional laser illumination 
systems of Digital Projection’s flagship models 
and incorporate direct red lasers with ColourBoost 
technology. The result of this is brightness and 
colour saturation that edges ever closer to 3-Chip 
performance, but at a fraction of the price.

Performance is nothing without reliability and 
longevity and as such, these new M-Vision and 
E-Vision projectors come with a 5-year warranty and 
are rated for 24x7 operation for complete peace of 
mind.

The Digital Projection M-Vision 23000 WU boasts an 
unprecedented 23,000 lumens output and 10,000:1 
contrast ratio, to bring budget-sensitive applications 
a large-screen imaging solution and near 3-Chip 
performance at a 1-Chip price point.

The new lamp-free, laser-phosphor projector is 
charged with ColorBoost + Red Laser technology 
to provide the most realistic and saturated colours 
at previously unreachable luminance levels. Venues 
needing powerful, yet budget-conscious, large-
format imagery without sacrificing colour accuracy, 
as well as those contending with ambient light, will 
directly benefit from the M-Vision 23000’s market 
leading light output, contrast ratio and colourimetry. 
Its DisplayPort accepts frame rates up to 60 Hz and 
HDMI 1.4b for Side by Side, Frame Packing & Top 
Bottom 3D formats. Motorised shift, zoom and focus 
across the whole lens range offer extra flexibility and 
ease of setup.

The optical system, from the laser light source up to 
the lens is completely sealed and can be considered 
IP60 rated. This ensures that light output and colour 
performance will not be degraded due to the ingress 
of dust. Additionally, this projector is completely 
filterless as the system is liquid cooled and uses a 
radiator heat exchanger, minimising maintenance as 
no replacement or cleaning of filters is necessary and 
allows unrestricted airflow.

The 0.96” DarkChip DMD, teamed with blue and red 
lasers and a four-segment colour wheel produce 
unrivalled image quality and brightness in the single 
chip projector market.

The E-Vision range of single-chip DLP projectors has 
taken another huge leap forward in brightness with 
the introduction of the 15,000 Lumen E-Vision 15000.

The E-Vision 15000 also employs Colorboost + Red 
Laser Technology. With new intelligent processing, 
colour performance of the E-Vision Laser 15000 is 
ever closer to that of a 3-Chip DLP projector.

New to the E-Vision 15000 is Art-Net control 
that allows easy integration into existing lighting 
installations, making this E-Vision powerhouse 
projector ideal for everything from live events to 
visitor attractions.

The E-Vision 15000 WU has sealed optics and uses 
liquid cooling with radiators to remove energy to the 
outside environment. The optical system, from the 
laser light source up to the lens is completely sealed 
and can be considered IP60 rated. 

www.digitalprojection.com

https://www.digitalprojection.com/emea/
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Renkus-Heinz Expands S Series Subwoofer Line with Diminutive, High Performing 
SX/SA28

Renkus-Heinz is proud to announce the latest 
product in its S Series Subwoofer line: the SX/SA28 – 
an extremely compact, low profile subwoofer suitable 
for a multitude of applications that require deep, 
powerful bass. 

“The performance of the SX/SA28 belie its extremely 
compact dimensions,” said Graham Hendry, Vice 
President of Strategic Development at Renkus-Heinz. 
“The addition of the SX/SA28 allows for flexible and 
discreet placement in a variety of install and portable 
scenarios. This is another new solution Renkus-
Heinz has introduced this year that looks to make 
the lives of those in the live sound and installation 
markets easier through compact and impressive 
loudspeakers.”

Available in both passive (SX28) and powered 
(SA28) models, the compact dimensions and low 
profile allow the new subwoofer to be positioned 
under seating, under low stages, soffits, and 
incorporated into fixed furnishings. This offers 
flexibility to the designer and integrator without 
compromising system performance. In addition, 
multiple units can be arranged to create cardioid, 
end-fire, and steered low frequency arrays.

The SX/SA28 is designed to extend low frequency 
response and increase system headroom in 

conjunction with Renkus-
Heinz full range loudspeakers. 
It also offers an ideal low 
frequency complement for 
use with many of Renkus-
Heinz’s other systems, 
such as the Iconyx and ICC 
Series. Extending overall 
frequency response to below 
45 Hz, the highly efficient 
design provides output 
levels normally associated 
with considerably larger 
enclosures.

The SX/SA28 also utilizes a pair of long excursion 
high efficiency 200 mm (8”) drive units mounted in a 
compact and sturdy, black or white painted plywood 
cabinet. 

Sixteen M10 Universal Mounting Points allow the 
SX/SA28 to be flown using M10 eyebolts, while the 
recessed handles and top-mounted pole adapter 
make portable use easy and practical. Integrated 
rear cable channels allow for discrete installations 
even when flush to a boundary.

The optional SA1250 power amplifier precisely 
matches the power needs of the SA28, providing 
optimized processing for performance and 
protection. The integral amp eliminates the need 
for additional rack space and speaker cable runs. 
Controlled via RHAON II, the SA1250’s built-in DSP 
has eight fully parametric EQ filters, high and low 
shelf and high and low pass filters, and up to 358 
ms. of delay. All options are easily accessed via a 
Windows computer running RHAON II.

The SA28-RD1 and SA128-RD add Dante digital 
signal distribution capability, including AES67 
compatibility and network redundancy.

www.renkus-heinz.com

https://www.renkus-heinz.com/
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Magewell Ships New AV-over-IP and Live Streaming Decoders with SDI Outputs

Magewell has begun shipping the newest decoder 
models in its Pro Convert family of low-latency video-
over-IP converters. Available immediately, the Pro 
Convert for NDI to SDI and Pro Convert H.26x to SDI 
transform live, IP media streams into high-quality SDI 
outputs for connection to monitors, projectors and 
legacy production equipment.

Magewell's Pro Convert products seamlessly bridge 
traditional video signals with IP-based production, 
distribution, and streaming workflows. Offering 
the high reliability, assured performance and 
compact size of dedicated hardware, Pro Convert 
decoders are ideal for applications including remote 
production; multi-site video distribution; video 
walls; digital signage; image magnification (IMAG); 
surveillance monitoring; or bridging legacy and next-
generation media infrastructures.

The Pro Convert H.26x to SDI decodes live H.264 
(AVC) or H.265 (HEVC) compressed video streams 
up to 1080p60 for output via a 3G-SDI interface. 
The low-latency device supports a wide range of 
input streaming protocols for maximum source 
compatibility, including SRT (Secure Reliable 
Transport) -- developed and open-sourced by 
Haivision -- as well as RTSP, RTMP, UDP, RTP, 
and HLS. The Pro Convert for NDI to SDI offers all 
of the same functionality plus support for Newtek's 

popular NDI technology for production-grade media 
transport, including both full-bandwidth NDI and the 
high-efficiency, lower-bitrate NDI|HX mode.

The plug-and-play decoders feature DHCP-based 
network configuration and high-quality, FPGA-based 
video processing. The compact devices measure 
just 3.97 by 2.4 inches (100.9 by 60.2mm) with a 
height of 0.92 inches (23.3mm), and can be powered 
via external adapter or Power over Ethernet (PoE). 
Users can specify source streams and control the 
decoder's advanced settings through a browser-
based interface; connected keyboard or mouse; 
or using on-device buttons that overlay an intuitive 
menu on the output.

With the release of the new models, Magewell now 
has three Pro Convert decoders available with 
SDI output. The third, the Pro Convert for NDI® 
to AIO, offers NDI, H.264, and H.265 decoding 
with simultaneous HDMI and 3G-SDI outputs. The 
decoders can be paired with Magewell's intuitive 
Ultra Stream live streaming encoders; Pro Convert 
NDI encoders; or third-party encoding products.

"The use of video-over IP and streaming media for 
remote production, live media transport, and mass 
communications has accelerated significantly as 
the world adapts to new ways of working, learning, 
and sharing information," said James Liu, VP of 
Engineering at Magewell. "Our Pro Convert family lets 
users easily and reliably leverage popular IP media 
protocols over LANs, WANs, and the public internet, 
and we're pleased to be shipping our newest 
decoder models into customers' hands."

www.magewell.com/pro-convert

http://www.magewell.com/pro-convert
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New Extron ShareLink Pro 1100 will 
Support Miracast Sharing

Extron has announced the immediate availability of 
the ShareLink Pro 1100, a 4K Wired and Wireless 
Presentation System that enables anyone to present 
content from computers, tablets, or smartphones on 
a display for easy collaboration. Support for Windows 
10 sharing via Miracast will be available soon, using 
an optional adapter. Miracast enables users with 
Windows 10 computers to quickly and easily share 
content without the need to download software. 
ShareLink Pro systems support simultaneous 
display of up to four devices including an HDMI-
connected device, and dynamically updates the 
display layout as new content is shared or removed. 
The HDMI input supports wired connections from 
any connected source. Wireless and wired sources 
with computer and video resolutions up to 4K are 
supported for connection to 4K displays. To support 
a wide range of environments, ShareLink Pro 
systems have collaboration and moderator modes 
that facilitate both open and controlled environments. 
When used with Extron GVE – GlobalViewer 
Enterprise software, multiple units can be managed 
across an enterprise or campus. ShareLink Pro 
systems provide easy integration of AV and mobile 
devices into meeting, huddle, collaboration, and 
presentation spaces.

The ShareLink Pro 1100 facilitates easy full-screen 
mirroring for all devices, including Mac and 
Windows computers and laptops, and Android and 
Apple tablets and smartphones, displaying the 
entire screen for more fluid and easy collaboration 
sessions. A suite of security protocols ensures safe 
and protected collaboration between user devices 
and the ShareLink Pro 1100. 

www.extron.com/sharelinkpro1100

QSC Expands Surface-Mount Options 
for AcousticDesign Series Loudspeakers

QSC introduces the AD-S5T, a 5.25” two-way 
loudspeaker system that offers integrators a 
premium option for a wide variety of foreground 
and background sound reinforcement applications 
where performance, coverage and aesthetics 
are paramount.Travis Nie, Product Manager, 
Installed Loudspeakers, QSC said, “This new 5.25” 
loudspeaker offers integrators yet another surface-
mount option to easily meet the needs of any 
customer looking to enhance the overall sound and 
create a memorable experience for their audience.”

The AcousticDesign Series includes a wide variety 
of sizes and enclosure types (surface-mount, 
pendant-mount, ceiling-mount, columnar and SUB/
SAT) and provides consistent sonic characteristics 
across the entire line, allowing the ability to mix-
and-match enclosures in a single installation. 
In addition, by utilizing native Q-SYS network 
amplifiers, including CX-Q Series, or standalone 
QSC DSP processing amplifiers, integrators can 
take advantage of Intrinsic Correction, a proprietary 
voicing algorithm for QSC loudspeakers, which 
helps to further reduce the setup time and tuning 
process.

To ease installation, the AD-S5T includes the 
X-Mount system, which enables the loudspeaker 
to be aimed and installed at a variety of precise, 
repeatable angles without slipping over time. It’s 
available in black (RAL9011) or white (RAL9010) 
and housed in a rugged ABS enclosure to easily 
withstand the harshest elements.

The AD-S5T is now shipping worldwide. 

www.qsc.com/ads5t

https://www.extron.com/product/sharelinkpro1100
https://www.qsc.com/systems/products/loudspeakers/surface-mount-loudspeakers/acousticdesigntm-series-surface-mount/ad-s5t/
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Vestel  Digital Signage Displays Now Incorporate DENEVA System-on-Chip 
Technology

In a move that is set to build on its long-standing 
global partnership with DENEVA software producer, 
ICON Multimedia, leading professional display 
manufacturer, Vestel Visual Solutions, has introduced 
a new DENEVA-approved and certified System-on-
Chip technology solution. Allowing all the capabilities 
of the world-class DENEVA platform to be integrated 
seamlessly into the entire Vestel line-up of 43” to 98” 
digital signage displays, the new solution offers an 
extra competitive advantage to integrators, widening 
the spectrum of opportunities for projects across a 
vast range of industry applications.

Offering the possibility of a seamless and cost-
efficient turnkey digital signage solution with a 
world-renowned, scalable and user-friendly software, 
this embedded SoC technology ensures that 
considerable savings can be achieved for everything 
from small digital signage setups to special, bespoke 
projects, and time-sensitive, multinational rollouts. 
As well as eliminating the need for any middleware, 
it streamlines the deployment process, while 
also working to keep installation, operational and 
maintenance costs to a minimum.

As soon as it is connected to power and network, this 
out-of-the-box display solution ensures automated, 

centralized control of small, medium and enterprise 
level digital signage networks, enabling end users to 
develop network applications, as well as create and 
schedule multimedia content in any resolution for 
one, some or all of the displays. For more immersive 
showcases, much of the Vestel range of digital 
signage supports the display and playback of 4K 
UHD HDR content. 

Building on the success of its tried, trusted and 
internationally recognized partnership with DENEVA 
in retail, corporate and QSR industries, Vestel 
Visual Solutions, with its new integrated DENEVA 
solution, is now in a position to offer even greater 
built-in specialist and targeted support. Compatible 
with all the latest DENEVA range of software 
applications, the solution ensures custom-built 
functionality for all sectors, ranging from retail, QSR, 
finance, supermarkets and hospitality, to corporate, 
education, transport, and healthcare. 

The SoC-powered range of Vestel displays are now 
also approved for compatibility with the new DENEVA 
Safe and Tech solution. This utilizes AI, Big Data and 
biometric systems to ensure businesses can more 
easily comply with the latest Covid-19 regulations 
for maximum in-store capacities, mask wearing and 
social distancing. 

Designed for portrait and landscape orientations, 
the flexible Vestel series can be adapted to suit 
any environment, coming with a range of display 
capabilities, which include continuous 16/7 and 24/7 
run-times, as well as brightness levels of up to 2,500 
Nits.

The SoC technology solution will be available for 
the entire Vestel digital signage line-up from 2021 
onwards.

www.vestelvisualsolutions.com

www.denevads.es

https://www.vestelvisualsolutions.com/eu-en/
http://www.denevads.es/en/
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KV2 Audio Launches New D Series Amplifiers with Onboard Control & Diagnostics

KV2’s D Series amplifiers use a range of topologies 
including Class AB for exceptional high frequency 
response, a unique high current switching topology 
on low frequencies, and consistent power delivery 
that features toroidal transformers hand-wound in the 
Czech factory, specific for each model. 

In terms of control, the D Series amplifiers offer the 
option to set up gains, operate mutes, configure 
the limiters, or select filter, EQ and bridge modes 
depending on the model, whilst the diagnostics 
section provides information on the temperature of 

heatsinks, mains voltage, real-time health checking 
and the output levels relative to limiting. This is a 
crucial feature for the increasing requirement of 
monitored loudspeaker systems in public spaces. 
Amplifiers may be set up individually or in groups 
using the new KV2 Control & Diagnostics software 
tool, including saving and recalling presets, or show 
files. Configuration and monitoring are accessible 
either via the front panel or remotely via any Windows 
or Mac OS device. 

KV2 Audio founder, George Krampera Sr., is proud 
to introduce the new D Series amplifiers. “Our 
customers no longer have to rely on third-party 
solutions which inevitably affect the sound. By 
embracing digital technology for control where it is 
suited, but maintaining the fastest, highest quality 
analogue electronics for the audio path where it is 
needed, we have developed a revolutionary hybrid 
solution that offers user friendly operation whilst 
maintaining the integrity of audiophile reproduction.”

The new models include ESR 3000D, ESR 2800D, 
ESP 2000D, SL3000D and VHD 3200D.

www.kv2audio.com

Panduit Vari-MaTriX HD Offers Category 6A Performance in Category 6 Size

For over 16 years, Panduit and Prysmian Group 
have partnered to provide the structured cabling 
market with innovative products and solutions, 
together leading the industry in Category 6A 
innovation. The companies are proud to announce 
the joint development of the world’s smallest, full 
channel compliant Category 6A cable. 

The new Panduit Vari-MaTriX HD is designed 
with discontinuous metallic foil barrier to provide 
far superior alien crosstalk performance, thereby 
removing the traditional constraints on cable size.
It also helps avoid any need for grounding, which is 
a requirement for shielded cable designs, delivering 
superior PSANEXT and PSAACRF suppression 
while retaining UTP EMI immunity (patented).

The cable improves fill capacity, cable 
management, reduces required band radius and 
allows efficient use of pathways and spaces. 

Utilizing the patented MaTriX technology, the Vari-
MaTriX HD has guaranteed headroom over the 
standard, best in-class alien crosstalk mitigation 
and the best EMI immunity that you can get in 
an unshielded cable. This unique combination of 
small size and performance makes the Vari-MaTriX 
HD the ideal cable for applications of today and 
tomorrow. These applications include:Wireless 
Access Points,- Digital buildings, PoE++ devices 
and 5G DAS

panduit-vari-matrix

https://www.kv2audio.com/
https://solutions.itrident.com/panduit-vari-matrix
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New Surface Mount CM Series Speakers Added to Pioneer Pro Audio line-up

Pioneer Commercial Monitor (CM) Series has 
expanded to include four new units: the 10-inch 
CM-510ST subwoofer and the IP54-rated 4-inch CM-
S54T, 6-inch CM-S56T and 8-inch CM-S58T surface-
mount loudspeakers.

Drawing on Pioneer’s club loudspeaker 
manufacturing heritage, the versatile two-way 
CM-S54T, CM-S56T and CM-S58T, and the 
Kelton-configured CM-510ST subwoofer produce 
premium- quality audio. Available in black or white, 
these new units are perfect for discreet installation 
in a variety of spaces where reliability is crucial, 
and the loudspeakers can even be used for some 
applications outdoors. These affordable and 
adaptable new arrivals in the CM Series include a 
host of features including transformer taps – ideal 
if you need a professional and adaptable fixed 
installation solution.

The new speakers can be controlled by Powersoft’s 
recently released ArmoníaPlus 2.0 software. This 
powerful tool enables you to assemble systems in 
simpler, more effective ways as it eliminates the need 
for an external matrix and reduces the number of 
cable runs in many applications. Everything can be 
easily controlled via a mobile app that you can use to 
adjust the sound in different zones.

Key features of the CM-S54T, CM-S56T and CM-
S58T full-range speakers include a 1” soft dome 

tweeter to deliver short-throw 
high-definition high frequencies; 
The newly developed Vortex Bass 
Accelerator to ensure that air flows 
without distortion, to maximize 
low frequencies and eliminate 
any unwanted vibrations; Built-
in transformer taps that provide 
flexible impedance options; 
Conical dispersion that allows 
users to deploy fewer boxes; 
enclosures are IP54 rated. They’re 
suitable for use in outdoor settings, 

however they should not be used in areas where they 
may be subjected to excessive amounts of rain or 
moisture; Rigid notches inside the U bracket make 
it easy to adjust the direction of the sound. Fix the 
directivity by hand and, for extra security, fix with an 
Allen key or screwdriver. 

The CM-S speakers fit neatly into the design of any 
room thanks to their unique shape. Because they’re 
neither square or round, they always look at home – 
whether they’re mounted on a flat or curved surface.

The CM-510ST subwoofer offers rich, punchy bass 
with low distortion. Using the Kelton** method, the 
CM-510ST filters out unwanted mid and high-range 
frequencies and includes Pioneer’s newly developed 
Vortex Bass Accelerator technology to deliver pure, 
smooth bass with a quick response. In addition an 
impedance of 8 ohms gives high and low impedance 
options. Even though it produces a large, rich bass 
sound, the technology inside the CM-510ST is 
packed into a 50-litre box that saves space and fits 
discreetly into any location. Useful M8 holes make it 
easy to position the sub wherever you want. Fix it to 
the floor, wall or ceiling in the location that best suits 
the installation and sound coverage.

www.pioneerproaudio.com

https://www.pioneerproaudio.com/
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Kramer in the Middle East – A New Equation in 
ProAV
ProAV business set to gain new dimensions in the region as the normalization 
process sets in

Beginning of the End, or so they say. Perhaps, 2020 couldn’t have ended on a better note, at least for Kramer 
and the Middle East, the most spicy phrase for ProAV ranks worldwide for forty years. However, these words 
are being replaced by Normalization now, and Kramer is already there, in the most happening place of the 
Arab world- Dubai. It made its first presence felt at the recently held GITEX 2020 – the first major event in the 
region since the COVID-19 pandemic began – along with its Partner for the region Abcom.

SI ASIA caught up with 
Sam Bonomo, Executive 
VP, Kramer Electronics to 
look a little deeper into the 
development. Excerpts:

SI ASIA: While the 
historic UAE-Israel talks 
and understanding is 
public now, what exactly 
inspired Kramer to act so 
aggressively to participate 
in GITEX 2020?

SAM: It has always been in the back of our mind that 
this is a very interesting region where unfortunately 
we could not do business with, but, if we could, 
how interesting that would be. As soon as the 
normalization was announced, we actually got a 
lot of inquiries and requests from companies and 
individuals to sell, to represent, to distribute and to 
train people. There were actually a lot of interests 
and initiatives coming from that side which led us to 
believe that it is a hot topic. So we actively looked 
into this possibility. Then, of course, GITEX was 
some kind of a milestone event, which we could 
never participate earlier, and we wanted to grab the 
opportunity.

We haven't really considered GITEX as an audio 
video, or Pro AV event, but considering the 
circumstances and the fact that it is the only event 
that takes under its umbrella technologies – IT 
security, and, of course, AV – on one hand, and on 
the other hand, the fact that Abcom had already 

reserved its booth for the show; and were willing 
to provide desired exposure to Kramer, we moved 
swiftly for that event, in a very, very short time. 

If I just put things into perspective of the timeframe, 
the normalization took place in September, and by 
12th of November, we had signed the agreement 
with ABCOM. As you know, GITEX took place in 
beginning of December. So everything went, as you 
said, very, very quickly. 

SI ASIA: What was your experience from the 
event? 

SAM: Well, I must say we were happily surprised. 
We had much lower expectations as people said the 
event would be very small; maybe 10 % of its normal 
size- owing to the COVID-19 impact. But from the 
first day, and even the last day on Thursday, it had 
been quite busy, we saw a lot of traffic on the booth- 
particularly, the quality. 

Interesting partners in the form of government 
institutions – Ministry of Education and Transport; 
and Communication – were present in different parts 
of the event. While the COVID restrictions appeared 
to make it a primarily local show, we did have a 
few visitors from Kuwait, Oman, Bahrain, and Saudi 
Arabia. But much less than normal, because of 
restrictions- so much so that even those coming from 
Abu Dhabi had to undergo tests to & fro GITEX. So, 
I really think that those who came to the show were 
actually quite brave in terms of what they had to go 
through. 

By Ram Bhavanashi
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While we tried to make sure people knew we are 
an Israeli technology company, and it was properly 
exposed, I think Kramer did not need a lot of 
introduction because many visitors told us- “we know 
you from ISE, from InfoComm, and other events; we 
were just waiting for you to come here.”

So, it was a very overwhelmingly positive response.

SI ASIA: The speed with which Kramer moved 
shows the aggression in action or focus on the 
region. Could you explain?

SAM: Sometimes it’s a bit like a spring that you 
keep contracted, and then as soon as you release 
it, it jumps and goes. It's been something we were 
always hoping ‘one day it will happen.’ The region 
has relatively enormous amount of projects in 
development- both in infrastructure and technology 
applications- whether it is services, transport or 
education, they are very advanced. We definitely 
wanted to chance ourselves in this technology 
journey. In this respect, it was a mutual speed 
response of what happened immediately after the 
normalization. So, we took the same aggressive 
approach and, I think we are absolutely correct in 
doing so. The proof is the way we've been accepted. 
We are already in very interesting talks with potential 
project leaders, managers, consultants, integrators, 
and, we are definitely going to leverage the 
advantages we gained from the event. 

SI ASIA: Now that Kramer has an acknowledged 
official presence in the region with Abcom, what 
exactly is the company strategy for the immediate 
and long-term future?

SAM: Abcom is a reputable distribution company. 
They already have several products in their portfolio, 
and Kramer is going to add a distinct bunch of new 
portfolio. They would have new, dedicated resources 
for the purpose, and, of course, leverage the 
contacts they have and the trade they're doing with 
existing partners. 

The partnership with Kramer would open the doors 
and a lot of possibilities for Abcom in ProAV. They 

already went through the training once, and there’s 
going to be a second round of training with people 
from India in January. They were very active during 
the GITEX event. We are sure that they would follow 
up with the leads they gained from the event. So, 
Abcom is taking this distribution seriously.  

We have also appointed for Kramer a dedicated 
resource, Kumaran Kannan, who is not part of 
Abcom but will support Abcom in the UAE, and will 
also develop new possibilities in the GCC and the 
Middle East.

SI ASIA: There are arguably competent players 
long established, and a lot more market space to 
convince. How do you look at that?

SAM: Okay. Obviously, our competitors were not 
disturbed by Kramer for the last four decades, and 
they have definitely taken full advantage of that 
in the best possible way. So, we honestly have 
no pretension in kicking the competition out, but 
definitely want to make sure that Kramer will be in the 
minds of the integrators, consultants, and customers. 
We want to be in the chance through Abcom and 
through our direct representative for the existing 
projects which have not yet been implemented, and 
those being planned now. 

As far as we understand, people are in favour of 
that, because they know Kramer is a reputed brand. 
We want to make sure that consultants and project 
leaders will design new projects with Kramer in mind. 
We came to GITEX to provide a glimpse of what all 
we can offer; they know we have much more. I think 
there are already many meetings scheduled between 
those consultants, integrators for the post GITEX 
continuity. 

SI ASIA: The market wasn't so encouraging even 
before COVID-19 pandemic set in. Now, in a 
situation like double whammy, how does Kramer 
intend to make its presence felt and taken?

SAM: Well, the COVID-19 is unfortunately something 
that we all have to live with. It's not something 
we're going to sweep under the carpet. Everybody 
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understands that health and safety precautions have 
to be kept and taken seriously, but on the other hand, 
life has to go on. For instance, education- the levels 
of education are going back to the classroom or to 
the auditoriums. Therefore we have come up with a 
hybrid learning solution whereby instructors can give 
their lectures to either physically present students 
and / or the ones that are separately located- all 
in a seamless environment. It will be interactive for 
both the faculty and the students- whether in the 
classroom or home or some other place. 

Another one is what we call the Corona Tag. It’s 
possible to identify all the tags that were in the 
vicinity of other Corona Tags. With this device 
in place, you don’t have to quarantine the entire 
organization, but only those who are identified to 
have been exposed to the COVID-19 infected Tag. 

So, we made certain adaptations in our portfolio in 
order to accommodate the new COVID-19 situation. 
But in general, I think projects will eventually be 
implemented, although in different circumstances 
with more security, safety measures, and maybe less 

SPOTLIGHT

people on the site, and therefore installs will take a 
longer time;  training will be done remotely and so on. 
After all, life must go on. 

So, we are there in order to continue and support 
integrators, consultants and customers, even though 
it's going to be in different circumstances. 

SI ASIA: What segments does Kramer see as 
most promising, and, most challenging? How 
do you intend to capitalize on the positives and 
address the negatives?

SAM: Yeah, we are definitely seeing Education, 
Corporate and Hospitality as the major, prime market 
segments; however, we have also identified the 
Command and Control application, which, I would 
say, suit best in government institutions, police, 
fire safety centres, and many other places where 
command and control systems are indispensable. 

We have also developed audio solution, new series 
of DSP that should obviously be an addition to areas 
where audio management is very much required.

A historic moment as Kramer makes its presence in GITEX under Abcom’s booth
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Traditionally, we keep a big focus on the Presentation 
domain, and, therefore, the Presentation and 
Collaboration remain as main part of the solutions 
we provide in the corporate environment. Those 
solutions are actually integrated with the new way of 
working, which is the Zoom teams or GoTo Meeting 
applications, and more. 

We are here, with Abcom, and local stock, support, 
and service. The market, and people are enthusiastic 
about having us in the region. We even had a few 
interesting inquiries about possibilities to work for by 
certain individuals. I think that we're going to see in 
the coming weeks and months a lot of return on the 
investment that took place in GITEX.

SI ASIA: You mentioned about a hybrid solution 
for education which actually many others claim as 
well. How different would be the Kramer solution 
then? 

SAM: Okay. I'll tell you without going into technical 
details. We assume that the instructors, when 
they come into a teaching space – a classroom, 
auditorium, training room, or whatever – they would 
try and set up the device, laptop, tablet etc., and, 
start playing around with different options that could 
exist. And, we all know how this usually happens, 
right? In the end, this doesn't work, or that cable is 
missing etc.

However, they would be much happier if everything 
synced in automatically. This is what we have done. 
Basically the hybrid model – of the education solution 
– is based on the fact that the lecturer comes in with 
his/her laptop; connects his device  to the cable and 
the system will set up everything for him/her. The 
projector goes on and, audio switches on the people. 
The students will have the cameras immediately 
connected to the main screen of the teacher. And the 
teacher will be able to see that in the classroom, as 
well as the ones that are remote. It gets interactive 
between the teacher and the students. They can do a 
Q&A, and the session is recorded. Everything is one 
seamless environment.

SI ASIA: So it brings in a high level of automation 
and the reduction of manual intervention…

SAM: Yes. That's the only idea. So there's no magic 
in terms of the technology. It's the way it has been 
integrated and wrapped into a system that is fully 
automatic, so that the teacher will not have to start 
learning new technologies or control systems. 

SI ASIA: Given the Israeli expertise in the Security 
domain, do you see a big opportunity in that 
domain of the region?

SAM: Oh, security is something that bothers 
organizations worldwide. We, per se are not 
intelligence or defence oriented manufacturer. 
However, like I said in the instance of Command and 
Control, those technologies are based on special 
measures of security. They are designed in such a 
way that they cannot be tampered with. The data 
will not leak. Even if someone touches the cable, 
the system stops working; if someone tries to open 
the box, the box will not work anymore. Those are 
special types of security tools that we built in specific 
applications. We are not, as I assert, cyber security 
type, but we have designed fool-proof applications in 
the realm of audio-video, Command and Control etc.

www.kramerav.com

https://www.kramerav.com
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Integrating Video Wall Display, Operator Stations 
and KVM Control for a Complete Control Room A/V 
Solution
Contributed by RGB Spectrum

The goal of control room audio-visual systems is to provide improved situational awareness, better decision-
making and faster response. Real time analysis and control is critical to the results expected. 

Here we discuss technologies that provide integrated visualization of many types of baseband, 
AV-over-IP and web-based video and data sources with centralized control.

The ability to monitor, coordinate and respond 
collaboratively is key to control room design

There are at least two critical elements in the 
control room A/V system – the video wall and the 
operator stations. The video wall is the focal point for 
visualization, connecting decision makers to critical 
information curated by operators at their various 
control stations.  

The video wall is the focal point of the control room, 
connecting decision makers to critical information curated 
by operators from their separate stations

Control room video walls are driven by a video 
processor, enabling one or more display walls 

to present visual data, preferably with scaling of 
individual images from very small to very large sizes. 
One of the most important requirements of a video 
wall processor is the ability to support an extensive 
variety of disparate imagery.  The range of possible 
sources includes feeds from the local operator 
stations, such as maps, video teleconferencing, 
sensor data, etc. Additional sources include inputs 
from the center’s private network, consisting of 
surveillance video, monitoring data, access control, 
and more. Finally, external sources may need to 
be acquired and displayed, such as news and 
broadcast feeds, external AV-over-IP visuals, remote 
communications, and weather.

Video wall processors provide seamless integration 
of disparate video and data source types to create a 
customizable, information-rich visual canvas

Control room video wall processors need to meet 
many mission critical requirements. 
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Most importantly, they need to deliver live, real-
time performance, with no dropped frames for 
optimal viewing of critical visuals. They also need 
to provide high fidelity inputs up to 4K resolution for 
the highest detail.  The flexibility to display visuals in 
any size, anywhere on the video wall, with pan and 
zoom for viewing areas of particular interest, is also 
advantageous.

Another desirable feature is the ability to distribute 
content outside of the room. Video wall processors 
offer the ability to send content seen on the video 
wall, either in its entirety or portions thereof, for 
remote viewing - at operator stations, adjacent 
rooms, and wherever there is a network connection. 
This allows collaboration and coordination between 
related organizations. For example, fire and police 
department control centers can share information, 
enabling them to work closely together in, say,  
public safety. 

Operator stations are one of the most important A/V 
components of the control room, monitoring real-time 
video, audio and applications

In the command room workflow, operators share 
responsibility for placing content on the video 
wall, providing the most relevant information to 
other operators and decision makers. One or more 
operators may be also be tasked with managing the 
content on the video wall, choosing and scaling the 
content as appropriate for the situation, manually or 
with presets.

In the control room workflow operators share, place and 
manage content on the video wall

The next step is to enable operators to operate 
remote computers and other systems with KVM 
(video-keyboard-mouse) control in a secure manner. 
The following pages highlight the different KVM 
solutions including from RGB Spectrum.

Benefits of KVM-over-IP Extension in the Control Room

RGB Spectrum is a leading designer and 
manufacturer of enterprise-class audio-visual 
products for mission critical applications. Best-of-
breed systems combine both hardware and software 
elements to satisfy the unique needs of our client 
base. 

www.rgb.com

https://www.rgb.com/
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The 
convenience 
and benefits 
of KVM control 
is becoming 
increasingly 
necessary as 
AV/IT teams 
aim for a more 
streamlined 
management 
process. Using 
a trusted KVM 

platform, maintenance teams can have all PCs 
housed in a single location – saving time, desktop 
real estate, as well as acting as a secure ‘data 
diode’ that facilitates centralised and unobtrusive 
access to servers on multiple secured networks.

For mission-critical environments, the latency 
issue is of prime importance. Operators tend 
to interact with multiple sources or applications 
simultaneously which are often hosted remotely. 
Obviously being able to respond quickly during 
a crisis is critical, meaning the latency and 
responsiveness of the video system is a key 
factor. With encoding technologies like H.264, 
PCoIP or RDP, the latency can be too high or the 
quality too unpredictable, so these are not good 
choices where real-time control is concerned.

Users want a solution that is reliable, doesn’t 
compromise on quality or latency as well as one 
that is scalable and futureproof. We’re now moving 
into a phase where IP-based KVM solutions can 
fully reap all of these benefits, whilst exploiting 
fully commoditised networking technology that 
has been optimised for the reliable transmission of 
video data.

www.datapath.co.uk

Control Room KVM Solutions

RGB Spectrum XtendPoint KVM-over-IP Extender
RGB Spectrum’s new XtendPoint KVM-over-IP 
extenders enable operators to operate remote 
computers and other systems with KVM (video-
keyboard-mouse) control. It allows operators to 
securely control and share remote systems across 
the room or even worldwide. 

XtendPoint KVM-over-IP supports one-to-one, one-to-
many, many-to-one, or many-to-many configurations. 

Ergonomic efficiency is critical.  It was once standard 
practice to have multiple monitors on the operator 
station to execute separate functions. But having 
multiple keyboards and mice creates confusion and 
reduces work efficiency. XtendPoint KVM replaces 
and consolidates multiple keyboards and mice with a 
single keyboard and mouse, providing unified control 
at each station. 

In addition, XtendPoint KVM offers the versatility to 
view and control systems on separate displays or 
in windows on a single display.  KlickSimple cursor 
navigation means the operator can simply move 
his mouse to the screen of the system he wishes to 
control

XtendPoint KVM delivers low latency responsiveness 
with exceptional 4Kp60 4:4:4 visual performance. 
It encodes high quality 4Kp60 sources into low-
bandwidth streams that can be distributed to multiple 
decoders simultaneously, both at the operation 
stations and the video wall. 

Multichannel XtendPoint endpoints are available 
in configurations that support up to either two or 
four signals simultaneously, with benefits to system 
architecture and cost.

Mark Rogers, Product 
Manager, Datapath

https://www.datapath.co.uk/
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RGB Spectrum’s XtendPoint KVM-over-IP provides 
operators centralized control for interacting with local or 
remote systems.

Christie Terra

 XtendPoint KVM also delivers interoperability with 
RGB Spectrum’s Galileo and Zio W4000 video wall 
processors. Operators can sift through mountains of 
data, inspect multiple sources, and quickly share any 
source viewed on their local displays directly with 
the video wall. The video processor decodes and 
displays the streams without additional hardware. 

www.rgb.com

Christie Terra is a switching and distribution solution 
for the transport of audiovisual content over 10G 
Ethernet networks. Comprising of a scalable line-
up of transmitters, receivers, controller(s), and 
software, Terra provides an end-to-end Software 
Defined Video over Ethernet (SDVoE) solution for 

applications that demand the ultimate performance 
in pixel perfect delivery, such as control rooms, 
command centers and live events.

Terra solutions can integrate seamlessly with 
virtually any display and processing technology, 
including Christie’s own products, for an ultimate 
switching, extension display system. Among the 
notable features is built-in 4K KVM (keyboard, 
video, mouse), with zero latency and control 
capabilities, such as single point access to any 
source, efficient keyboard and mouse session 
management, and full USB data rate transport up 
to 480Mbps. In addition, the Christie Terra Receiver 
can be used as a KVM control point, making it 
accessible to a variety of applications. 

Traditional copper-based matrix switcher designs 
are no longer needed since the architecture 
of Christie Terra is streamlined. This dramatic 
simplification of system design, scalability, zero- 
frame latency, powerful and secured controller, 
and intuitive software, is just a few of the many 
advantages of Terra over other SDVoE solutions. 
Not only do SDVoE systems employ fewer devices, 
but because they use off-the-shelf 10G network 
components, they will frequently result in lower cost 
designs, especially as system requirements scale-
up in size.

With its scalability and performance advantages 
compared to traditional matrix-switching 
approaches, it’s clear that a software defined 
Ethernet architecture, such as that employed in 
Christie Terra, is the platform choice of many to take 
AV systems beyond current capabilities and into the 
future.

www.christiedigital.com

https://www.rgb.com/
https://www.christiedigital.com/
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Datapath Arqa

Adding to a broad portfolio of award-winning video 
management solutions, Arqa from Datapath brings 
all the convenience and benefits of KVM control, 
with the trusted reliability and function that comes as 
standard from the UK manufacturer. 

The Arqa KVM system utilizes a highly optimised 
video over IP transport technology which greatly 
reduces latency compared to other solutions and 
provides instant control with visually lossless video 
transmission. 

Another benefit for end-users is Datapath’s One 
Control technology, which lets operators seamlessly 
switch between up to 16 independent sources as 
if they were one desktop with no button presses 
required to switch. Since the system behaves 
essentially as an IP matrix switch, users can have up 
to 2000 endpoints in the system to choose from.

www.datapath.co.uk

IHSE Draco KVM technology integrated at Sydney Train 
Rail Operation Centre

IHSE Draco

Modern control rooms must provide controllers 
and operators with many different streams of data 
and visual information. That data must be reliable, 
accurate and delivered in real time. 

Control room operators need to be able to select 
and access the data they need instantly and with 
complete reliability; often needing to change 
viewing options depending upon unexpected or 
emergency situations. They must be able to control 
those computers with no interactive delay, even 
though the hardware may be located hundreds of 
metres away.

IHSE Draco KVM technology delivers solutions that 
meet and surpass these key requirements.  KVM 
extenders with integral signal conversion provide 
direct interactive access to distant computers, 
whilst KVM switches allow operators to instantly 
select from a bank of computers.  These devices 
ensure they can access the information needed to 
perform their jobs. Signals can be duplicated and 
transmitted to other screens and large videowalls, 
at 8K resolution and higher, so that several people 
can view the same information simultaneously. KVM 
switching technology even allows more than one 
person to control a single source computer at the 
same time.

Crucially all data is presented with no visual 
artefacts and no adverse operational lag. A variety 
of redundancy capabilities within the tera system 
permit any level of system backup to be created to 
guard against signal and system failure and ensure 
continuous operation. 

IHSE KVM technology is used throughout the world 
in the most demanding, mission critical, control 
room installations, such as that at Sydney Trains 
Rail Operation centre.

www.ihse.com

https://www.datapath.co.uk/
https://www.datapath.co.uk/
https://www.ihse.com/


Challenging environments demand greater control. Pushing the 
limits of reliable performance, our complete video wall control 
solutions manage control room applications at any size, whether 
monitoring traffic, process control or security surveillance. 

We make life easier for system integrators whilst enabling control 
room operators to focus on their core objectives.

Simplicity at its best

Datapath. Engineering the  
world's best visual solutions.

www.datapath.co.uk
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The traditional KVM switchers have not brought 
an end to information clutter as they do not allow 
users to interact with systems side by side on one 
screen (multi-windowing). Dragging one window to 
a specific screen to combine this with related data 
from another computer is therefore impossible. Also, 
switching from one source to another on the same 
screen still means that the operator must make a 
manual switch. 

Although a KVM reduces the clutter of multiple input 
devices, the visual area for the operator can still 
be a cumbersome patchwork of content sources, 
rigidly separated by monitor bezels. Worse still, if 
the number of sources is more than the number of 
monitors, it means that the operator must manually 
switch content every time he/she needs to consult a 
source. 

This has changed with Barco OpSpace, the first 
personal workspace that creates a single workspace 
– consisting of several displays on the operator’s 
desk – for viewing, monitoring and interacting with 
multiple clients that reside on multiple networks with 
different security clearances or liability concerns. 
With OpSpace, all relevant information can be 
consulted and manipulated within a single pixel 

space, with just one mouse 
and keyboard. In this way, the 
operator is at the center of the 
information and has all data 
within easy reach.

OpSpace reduces the clutter 
and brings simplicity back to the 
workflow, both on screen and on 
the operator’s desk. It integrates 
all applications into a single 
integrated workspace. With just 
one click, operator can call any 
application into view – reducing 
navigation time and greatly 
improving the overview of any 
situation. When transitioning 

from an old to a new application environment, 
OpSpace even allows the operator to have both 
systems on the same screen. 
  
OpSpace is agnostic to source and network types 
and uses standard networking protocols. This makes 
adding new applications to the workflow painless. It 
guarantees clean modernization projects, allowing 
easy addition of new and legacy systems to the 
workspace environment.  

Barco’s OpSpace was designed for use in control 
rooms and based on the highest standards for 
24/7 operation in critical environments. It is easy to 
install, maintain and upgrade and provides secure 
access to hosts across multiple security domains. 
By presenting information from isolated networks 
- both IT and OT - on the same pixel space, users 
can maintain a higher level of security and prevent 
unauthorized access and data transfer.

www.barco.com

Barco OpSpace Creates a Single Workspace

https://www.barco.com/en/
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Control Room Case Studies

Photo credit: Image courtesy of Wincomn Technology

Christie HS Series Laser Projectors 
Deliver Bright and Colour-accurate 
Visuals for Chinese Power Grid Company

Continuous advancements in science and 
technology have led to greater demand for high 
definition, durable display systems particularly for 
control rooms and command centers, which have 
specific requirements to support 24/7 operations.

When State Grid Lishui Power Supply Company, 
a subsidiary of State Grid Zhejiang Electric Power 
Corporation, sought to upgrade its control room 
display system, it was looking to install a high 
performance, dependable projection system to 
display bright and colour-accurate visuals on a 
large-sized, high contrast, anti-glare screen. After a 
stringent tender process, the power grid company 
selected a state-of-the-art system proposed 
by Christie’s longstanding partner, Wincomn 
Technology, which has extensive experience in 
control room installations. 

Wincomn designed and installed a three-channel 
front projection integrated display system for 
State Grid Lishui Power Supply Company’s control 
room, which included the tried-and-tested Christie 
HS Series 1DLP laser projectors, known for their 
excellent visuals, stable and efficient performance, 
omnidirectional capabilities, and ease of operation. 

“As the core enterprise 
of the energy sector in 
Zhejiang Province, State 
Grid Lishui Power Supply 
Company offers electric 
energy generation, 
transmission, and 
distribution services to 
millions of users within 
the province,” says Tony 
Chen, General Manager, 
Wincomn Technology. 
“Therefore, we have 
spared no effort to ensure 
that this control room is 

equipped with a high-quality screen and a leading-
edge projection system to effectively monitor the 
company’s energy assets and respond quickly to any 
issue.”

Three Christie D13WU-HS 1DLP laser projectors are 
fitted on the ceiling of the control room to display 
visuals on a screen measuring 7.2 meters (23 
feet) long by 1.8 meters (5.9 feet) high. Boasting 
13,500 ISO lumens, a long-lasting and reliable laser 
light source, with the enhanced colour accuracy 
of Christie’s patented BoldColor Technology, the 
D13WU-HS is a cost-effective option for high-use 
applications.

Chen explains that the Christie HS Series met all 
the requirements of the end user with its capability 
to produce bright, vibrant images exhibiting highly 
realistic colors that enhance image quality. Another 
plus is the projector’s laser light source that provides 
up to 20,000 hours to 50% brightness of virtually 
maintenance-free operation. This translates into lower 
operating, servicing and maintenance costs for the 
end user. The D13W U-HS also comes with Christie 
RealBlack technology that produces an amazing 
750,000:1 full on/off contrast ratio making visuals pop 
off the screen.

“The Christie D13WU-HS projectors and dnp 
Supernova Infinity screen are perfectly matched 
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in a bright environment, resulting in a high-quality 
integrated display system that delivers bright, 
vivid and sharp large-screen visuals for the power 
grid’s control room. This specially designed 
system is characterized by high operational safety, 
reliability, long lifespan, and reduced operation and 
maintenance costs. This enables Zhejiang Electric 
Power Corporation to capture and analyze real-
time data and make time-critical decisions with 
confidence,” Chen adds.

Datapath Deploys its VSN technology at 
the Training Centre of the Hong Kong 
Marine Police

Five Datapath videowall controllers, twenty-five 
capture cards and ten graphics cards, along with 
powerful processors and software compose this 
simulation structure to train future marine officers.

Visual solution engineers at Datapath, along with our 
award-winning Asia distribution partners Mindstec 
and pro AV specialists Media-Go , have delivered 
a technological proposal to the Training Centre 
of the Marine Department of Hong Kong (Marine 
department training centre) to train officers in ‘real 
world’ situations.

Located in the Chinese government shipyard on 
Stonecutters Island, this centre has traditional 
conference rooms equipped with AV systems 
to facilitate learning, as well as classrooms with 

advanced simulation systems to train students in the 
most realistic situations possible, as if they were on 
board a ship.

The configuration of the videowall saw five Datapath 
VSN controllers utilised, which have been installed 
in three training bridges and additional instructor 
rooms.

Added to this are 25 VisionDVI / RGB / HD capture 
cards with four channels each; ten four-port 
ImageDP4 graphics cards with DVI adapters; 
several processors and licenses of Datapath’s wall 
control software.

Michael Austin, Datapath Director of Sales, APAC, 
said: "Datapath solutions are used in government 
and national security solutions across the globe. 
We are delighted to have worked with our Mindstec 
partners to provide the Hong Kong Marine Training 
Centre with our proven technology.”

One of the most sophisticated applications in this 
project has been the creation of a LG high-end 
videowall, without edge fusion, and 270° display to 
simulate scenarios on the bridge of a modern ship 
using high-resolution animations. Thanks to the 
Datapath VSN drivers, operators can easily manage 
the content and simulations that show up without 
problems on multiple screens.

Bringing this technology into the training centre 
allows trainee officers to experience and train in 
a virtual, risk free world. The flexibility and power 
of the solution means content can be seamlessly 
changed with ease.

In total, the videowall consists of fifteen 55-inch 
screens, which are controlled by a Datapath 
VSN970 system, equipped with RPSU (redundant 
power supply unit) and 16GB of memory. Four 
VisionHD4 capture cards and four ImageDP4 / DVI 
graphics cards, all from Datapath, are also used.
Barco projection and systems for mapping and 
automatic calibration from AV Stumpfl complete the 
solution.

www.datapath.co.uk

www.christiedigital.com

https://www.datapath.co.uk/
https://www.christiedigital.com/
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Kochi Smart City Command Centre Equipped with Delta Video Wall Solutions 

Delta Displays successfully set up a large-scale 
Video wall for Kochi Smart City in its Integrated 
Command Control & Communication Centre. 
Kochi Smart City has India’s first integrated 
command and control communication center 
(IC4) which is completely deployed on cloud. The 
IC4 will be the brain for city operation, incident 
handling, and disaster management. It will also 
provide insights by processing complex datasets 
at an aggregated level to derive intelligence for 
improved planning and policy making. 

Delta equipped IC4 with two sets of Video wall: 
391sqft Delta video wall, made up of 27 screens 
of 70” each, in 9x3 configuration and 116sqft 
Video wall, made up of 8 screens of 70” each in 
4x2 configuration. A large Video wall installed 
at the centre will help to response to situations, 
both proactive and reactive that will truly make 
the city operations “SMART”. Delta’s Video 
walls with windows based Control system at the 
centre will be for monitoring and surveillance. 
CCTV cameras installed in public places across 
the city can be accessed from Video walls. The 
emergency services like, police, fire stations, 
other rescue services and LED Streetlights have 
been integrated with IC4. In the long-run other 
government services will also be integrated 
gradually.

How Delta solution helped Kochi?
Amidst the Covid-19 pandemic, Delta Displays 
support team managed to install and complete 

the setup 
within tight 
deadlines. 
IC4 will be of 
immediate 
help to 
affected 
areas in case 
of floods 
or disease 
outbreaks. 
This will 
become the 

heart of Kochi smart city for monitoring, maintaining 
and addressing the needs of millions of people with 
quality services and facilities. The IC4 and adjoining 
war room both consists of Delta’s Superior Video 
wall solutions. This is one of the best made smart 
city command centers in India in terms of scale, 
infrastructure, technology and functional aspects. 
Delta’s LED video wall at the centre will support in 
monitoring operational parameters, anomalies, alerts/ 
events and help in a fast response by decision-
making operators.

NEC at Indonesia Jakarta Smart City 
Command Centre

Jakarta Smart City is an initiative by the Indonesia 
Government. The concept is based on these 
indicators: Smart Governance, Smart People, Smart 

www.deltadisplays.com

http://www.deltadisplays.com/
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Living, Smart Mobility, Smart Economy, and Smart 
Environment. It is conceptualized to benefit the 
citizens, and in Jakarta Smart City, all public data is 
presented transparently.

Jakarta Smart City encourages citizens to provide 
suggestions and feedback. It creates a platform for 
gathering data, and creating applications. Everyone 
contributes in various ways, forming a community to 
improve a city together for a better life.

In order for the idea for Jakarta Smart City to 
conceptualize, it became essential to build a 
command centre to monitor the city and at the same 
time provide information to the public. Jakarta Smart 
City needed a command centre solution to enable 
simultaneous viewing of various parts of the city and 
also monitoring the city as a whole.Jakarta Smart 
City selected NEC eventually for their operations 
command centre as NEC was able to provide a full 
suite of solution from software to hardware. Over 
the years of technology improvement, Jakarta Smart 
City also adopted AV over IP solution Hiperwall for 
their command centre. Jakarta Smart City gradually 
evolved from typical video wall to now using NEC 
direct view LED for display.

With the NEC command centre solution Jakarta 
Smart City benefited in a number of ways:

• The command centre is able to monitor the situation 
happening in Jakarta City, such as Road Traffic, 
CCTVs, and Flood Situation etc.

• They are able to receive data feeds from various 
agencies to add visualization to their operations.

• Operators are able to control and manipulate 
content on the go using tablet PC without having to 
be physically in the command center.

• The command centre is able to feed content to 
outdoor direct view LED for public information

sg.nec.com

Pro Display’s Ultra Gain Lands in 
Airport Control Room

By April 2020, over 80% flight movements were 
restricted across all corners of the globe, seeing 
planes grounded in mass numbers for the first 
time in modern years. Despite the huge blow to 
the aviation industry airports powered on quietly, 
working around the clock to safely import and 
export cargo some supplying essential PPE to help 
us fight the COVID-19 Virus. 

Amongst navigating the ups and downs of the 
pandemic, battling borders opening and closing 
daily and ensuring the safe arrival of international 
cargo, like many other business’, airports have also 
used this downtime as an opportunity to upgrade 
their existing systems with our technology. During 
the summer, Pro Display provided their audio-visual 
solutions for a Vietnam based airport, providing an 
essential element for their control room. 

Pro Display manufactured and supplied ten of their 
optically coated 92” 16:9 (2037mm x 1146mm) 
Ultra Gain Front Projection Screens as well as 
bespoke, custom built aluminium framework to fit 
the individual screens together. The framework 
was designed to support the ten screens in a 5 
x 2 format, creating a huge 10.19m wide display 
and providing an integral element to the control 
room. Not only was the framework built to support 
the weight of the individual screens, it was also 
designed to be suspended from the ceiling. 

In order to create this unique aluminium frame, 
several important factors had to be considered. The 

https://sg.nec.com/
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first was manufacturing a structure that could be 
broken down and reconstructed on arrival due to 
its size and shipping implications. Pro Display did 
this by building the framework so it could be broken 
down into 5 individual pieces, each numbered for 
ease of installation when it reached its new home in 
Vietnam. As well as this, the company also had to 
consider the fixings for the screen as it was being 
suspended from the ceiling and needed to make 
sure there would be no bowing or warping when the 
screen was installed.

The next element that had to be considered was 
how to maintain a near seamless effect when 
attaching the ten screens together and also how 
this would work when rebuilding the structure 
after transit. Two screens were bonded to each 
of the 5 pieces of frame whilst the whole structure 
was attached so as to ensure each piece would 
fit together perfectly. Pro Display provided 
the customer with a detailed guide and video 
assistance, supporting them throughout the install to 
ensure the screen was working as expected.

This project required a front projection solution 
due to the lack of space available behind the 
display and the need for a complex framework 
system to support the structure of the screen. Due 
to the nature of the control room and it’s lighting 
conditions, the customer required a solution which 
would be unaffected by high ambient light. Pro 
Display’s Ultra Gain Front Projection Screens are 
manufactured with a highly reflective surface, 
providing exceptional brightness, contrast, and 
resolution. The Ultra Gain Screen was primarily 
designed to excel in areas with high ambient light, 
displaying the brightest images in environments 
where the lighting cannot be controlled or altered.

This impressive Ultra Gain Front Projection 
Screen covers almost the full width of the room, 
displaying everything from flight paths to CCTV 
cameras, all designed to appear on the screen 
in front of the relevant staff for their convenience. 
The custom designed screen integrates perfectly 
into the workspace, working perfectly in the 
bright lighting conditions with no compromise on 
the existing working environment. As well as the 
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rigid high brightness Ultra Gain Front Projection 
Screens, Pro Display also offered a self-adhesive 
film option, ideal for retrofitting to existing glass 
or acrylic surfaces. Pro Display’s Ultra Gain Front 
Projection Film allows the user to get the most out 
of their space, utilising window space or internal 
glass partitioning to create displays with perfect 
colour reproduction. Shipping a product of this 
size might seem daunting, but with over 15 years 
of international shipping experience Pro Display 
knew all the best practices for transporting goods 
internationally safely. This exciting project for 
this Southeast Asian airport is just one of many 
large scale projection projects Pro Display has 
completed, some requiring similar de-constructable 
frameworks, others requiring huge single piece 
products like our 4.5 x 2.3 meter Digital Glass 
Screen installed in the Dubai Mall.

Airport in an Asia International Hub 
Gears Up for New Runway with VTRON 
Flip COB LED in Control Centre

One of the busiest airports in the world, which saw 
nearly one flight taking off every minute in 2019 
is developing into a three-runway system to cater 
to long term goals of maintaining its status as an 
international aviation hub and cater to the city’s long-
term air traffic demand. Work has started on the third 
runway and is expected to be completed in 2024. 
When completed, the three runways will be able to 
handle an additional 30 million passengers annually, 
equipping the Airport with the capacity to handle 
around 100 million passengers and 9 million tons of 
cargo annually by 2030.

As with all runway and airport operations, the 
control centre plays a vital role in ensuring safety 
and seamless operations. The airport management 
started looking for the right solutions in 2017 with 
the airport’s consultant engaging with the various 
providers in this space.

VSI Ltd, a control room specialised solutions 
provider was one of the companies provided with 
the opportunity to present its concept, design and 

prodisplay.com

https://prodisplay.com/
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solutions to 
consultant 
and the user. 

The initial 
thought 
process by 
the Airport  
was to 
incorporate 
several LCD 
panels into 
a giant LCD 
wall. “We 
suggested as 
an alternative 
to consider 
LED panels 

instead. We argued that LCDs might not be suitable 
for 24/7 operations due to the short product life cycle 
and bezel issues. Even with 0.88mm bezel, it will 
be an expensive solution as we are talking about 
hundreds of LCD panel,” said Alvis Kwok, VSI Ltd.

The Airport, however, had its reservations regarding 
LED. “The client was concerned about the quality 
of the images as in the ‘fineness’ as well as the 
pricing. They needed the images to be sharp and 
clear as the air-planes have to be seen in real-time 
as the operators are identifying and communicating 
with pilots. They tested by sending signals to a 
conventional SMD LED wall and were not satisfied. 
Other than image concern, they were also concerned 
about reliability of each LED light, dust and cleaning 
of the SMD LED’s coarse surface. The display at 
its highest point will be at 5 metres which will be an 
issue when cleaning and not forgetting it would be 
costly to clean,” added Alvis.

“Fortunately, at that time, VTRON had launched the 
COB LED, which we felt met all their requirement, 
such as reliability for 24/7 operations and quality 
images. As we continued our discussion with 
both the consultant and user in 2018, VTRON had 
launched an advanced improved version of COB, 
called the Flip COB LED, which was even higher in 
reliability and stability. It was timely as we had the 
opportunity to present the Flip COB LED.”

COB is a new technology of LED packaging for LED 
light engine. Multi LED chips are packaged together 
as one lighting module. When it lights up, it looks like 
a lighting panel. Compared to traditional COB LED, 
Flip COB LED exhibits less thermal resistance, and it 
can work under high current. Furthermore, traditional 
COB chip connects to the circuit electrodes via two 
bonding wires. These bonding wires is possible 
to break during package or using. Flip COB chip 
doesn’t need these bonding wires, removing a 
potential risk and reducing the defective rate. It has 
low rate of dead pixel even after operating over a 
long period of time.

Alvis highlighted that VSI also brought to the user’s 
attention the importance of signal processing which 
is crucial in the control room environment. “As we 
continued our engagement with the consultant and 
user, we realised that they had hundreds of CCTV 
signals, server signals, thin client signals as well as 
other types of signals from the existing systems from 
terminal 1 and 2. Some of the systems also needed 
to be hard-wired directly to the display systems.”

Over the past years, VTRON had been putting 
more focus in video signal processing (not just 
the display), to target the mid to high-end market 
segment. The VTRON processers are competent to 
handle complicated environments. “We proposed a 
hybrid solution where the 4K thin client and CCTV 
signals are sent to the central server via a fibre 
network. Our control room specialised software is 
then able to distribute the signals seamlessly to the 
display.”

“Real-time” performance was a big concern for the 
user. As such, the user got professionals to test 
the solution proposed by VSI. “We too tested and 
measured the performance of our solutions against 
other systems for comparison. We competed against 
other well-established brands, and in the end, we 
proofed that our solutions could provide a workable, 
efficient solution both on the processing side as well 
as at the display end.”

“We were able to provide a total solution. With the 
VTRON control room management suite software, 
operators can control all the different equipment with 
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ease. Besides some software features are particularly 
designed for control room operations, for user’s 
display, signal transmission, layout management, 
logging, users authentication that ensure ease of 
operations.”

The installation will also include hundreds of 
WyreStorm extenders and AOC cables that will be 
supplied and integrated by VSI. “These are all well 
tested to ensure performance and compatibility with 
VTRON’s systems as well as other systems signals.”

VSI  will deliver the first display measuring 46 x 3.3 
metres using P1.19 Flip COB LED in Q3 of 2021. 
In total, there are four new control rooms. One is the 
core control room with the largest LED screen, the 
other a secondary control room while the other two 
would be backup control rooms for the primary and 
secondary rooms.

FEATURE

GAIL Noida Drives Efficiency with Barco 
Solutions

GAILTEL is the Telecom & Telemetry services 
arm of India’s largest state-owned natural gas 
processing and distribution company, GAIL India 
Ltd. The company provides communication services 
for its business-critical pipeline, Supervisory 
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), and 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) for automation 
of organization-wide business processes. They 
have a reach of around 13,000 km of OFC network 
along GAIL’s reliable cross-country pipelines 
that connects different town and cities across the 
country. OFC networks were managed by using 14 
extended network management PCs with small TFT 
monitors. For diagnosis of any fault or provisioning 

of an end to end link in mixed OEM based network, 
team would visit from one network management PC 
to other till the identification of fault or completion of 
end to end link provisioning.

GAIL’s National Gas Management Center (NGMC) 
has been utilizing Barco solutions since 2003. 
Impressed with the service delivery standards and 
quality assurance, they decided to partner with Barco 
for a holistic network operation monitoring solution. 
They were looking for a solution that simplifies the 
process and centralizes it to a single workstation.

The OverView OLF-721 is an LED-lit rear projection 
video wall that helps in reducing the required 
workforce for GAIL. It delivers excellent quality 
at optimal pricing, while reducing infrastructural 
and support requirements with minimal manpower 
requirements. “The technology has increased 
efficiency levels by almost 80%. Instead of moving 
from one OEM network management PC to other, 
team can diagnose the issue and make provision of 
link from single workstation supplied by Barco,” said  
B.K. Behera.

OverView OLF-721 video wall modules offer an 
ergonomically excellent viewing experience, with 
the sharpest and most saturated colours. The TFN 
platform supports a fully modular and standard IP-
based networked architecture with no single point 
of failure. It helps in controlling 14 different networks 
through a single operator, allowing easy video 
wall management, efficient collaboration and fast 
decision-making in and beyond any control room. 
In addition, situational awareness can be pushed or 
pulled anywhere over the network, making it easier to 
transmit information.

Mr Behera highlights, “With an impressive network-
based solution and having given us an excellent 
previous experience, Barco was not just a choice 
of convenience, but a clear winner over other 
competing vendors.”

The overall installation was done within a record time 
of one month and the solution is used unfailingly, 
24x7
www.barco.com 

www.vsi-ltd.com

https://www.barco.com/en/
http://www.vsi-ltd.com
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The SMU campus is located in the downtown area of Singapore and comprises six schools

SINGAPORE

Epson laser projectors make an impact at the University

Large and Vivid Images Engage Students at the 
Singapore Management University

Project Name: Singapore Management 
University

Project Location: Singapore

Project Segment: Education

Project Highlight: Laser-based projectors

Project Objectives: Minimal maintenance 
of projectors, ease-of-use and large format 
display

Project AV (main) brands: Epson

FACTFILE
The Singapore Management University (SMU), 
established in 2000, is internationally recognised for 
its world-class research and distinguished teaching. 

A premier university in Asia, SMU comprises of six 
schools of various disciplines that cater to over 
10,000 students across undergraduate, postgraduate 
professional and postgraduate research 
programmes.

Singapore Management University's seminar 
rooms and learning spaces are purpose-built to 
complement SMU's interactive teaching pedagogy. 
These spaces leverage on innovative technologies 
to enable its faculty to deliver teaching and learning 
outcomes effectively, and to provide its students with 
a richer learning experience. 
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Managing the information technology services 
for these learning spaces is the Learning Space 
Technology team under SMU's Office of Integrated 
Information Technology Services (IITS). 

Jacob Teo, IITS Learning Space Technology Engineer 

Jacob Teo, IITS Learning Space Technology 
Engineer commented, "When we decided to replace 
our projectors in the last quarter of 2019, we had 

One of the seminar rooms featuring the Epson 5,000 lumens 3LCD compact laser projectors

certain criteria that we needed to fulfil. We were 
looking for projectors that are easy to install and 
control as well as require minimum maintenance 
as the SMU campus footprint is relatively large. 
Our previous projectors were lamp-based, and 
we decided that we need to move to laser-
based projectors to minimise maintenance. The 
replacement projectors also had to be simple to 
use for the instructors. For the students, the images 
projected on the screens in the seminar rooms had 
to be large enough for easy viewing. The images 
projected also needed to be bright, sharp, and in 
vivid colours to lessen eye fatigue."

To meet the criteria, the University conducted a proof 
of concept exercise with several projector brands, 
which eventually led them to decide on the Epson 
projectors.  

"The Epson projectors met all our criteria. The laser-
based projectors also offer installation flexibility 
with their vertical and horizontal manual lens shift, 
360-degree flexibility and geometric correction. 
These were relevant as we had to work within fixed 
spaces," added Jacob. 

Criteria Met
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A total of 128 units of Epson EB-L510U, 5,000 
lumens, WUXGA, 3LCD compact laser projectors 
have been installed in the SMU seminar rooms, and 
two units of Epson EB-L20000UNL, 20,000 lumens, 
WUXGA, 3LCD  installation laser projectors have 
been installed in the Mochtar Riady Auditorium and 
the University's T-junction which is an underground 
linkway that connects the various buildings at SMU. 

To enable IITS technical staff to monitor and control 
the projectors remotely, they are integrated within the 
SMU AV network. By logging in to the EPSONWEB 
portal, the team can identify any issue that might 
arise during class time and resolve them quickly.

Jacob highlighted, "For the instructors they have an 
option to install EasyMP Network Projection utility on 
their laptop to allow them to send display content to 
any of the networked projectors, making it easy to 
share their content to the different classrooms should 
they need to. There is no technical set-up to worry 
about, which would be a bonus for the instructors." Mohamed Sharil, IITS Senior Learning Space Technology 

Engineer

Mohamed Sharil, IITS Senior Learning Space 
Technology Engineer remarked, "The 20,000 lumens 
projector in the Auditorium projects bold and bright 
images that easily capture the attention of the 
audience. Every detail is clear and sharp, even when 
the lights are on." 

The Powerful 20,000 Lumens Laser Projector

The Epson 20,000 lumens projector at the Mochtar Riady Auditorium

The projectors in the seminar rooms offer 5,000 
lumens whereas the Mochtar Riady Auditorium and 
the T-Junction feature Epson's powerful 20,000 
lumens laser projector. 

Powerpoint presentations, words, images and at 
times, online video conferencing participants are 
projected onto the screens. As such, resolution play 
a key role. "Most of our rooms have 1080p ready 
screens and we will move the rest to the 1080p 
resolution soon to take advantage of the full HD 
resolution of the Epson projectors," said Jacob.
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The other 20,000 lumens projector installed at the 
T-Junction features Epson's ultra-short throw lens. 
"With the lens, we can project a huge image of 
about 6.4 by 3.6 metres, ensuring that we capture 
the attention of the students. Information such as 
upcoming events and other relevant topics, for 
example, water conservation tips are projected in this 
space for the SMU community,” added Sharil. 

As all the projectors are within the AV network, 
messages can be easily updated and sent through 
the system to the projector.

The Epson 20,000 lumens projector with its ultra-short throw lens at the T-Junction

"The Epson team was proactive from the start and 
provided us with suggestions of suitable models that 
fit our needs,” Jacob reflected. “They also shared 
their knowledge and provided support throughout, 
which made the installation process seamless. We 
are pleased to have chosen Epson as our partner."

"Epson is proud to partner with Singapore 
Management University, a leading university in Asia. 
SMU serves as a centre of learning for a continuous 
stream of young and bright undergraduates who 
are eager to learn and grow," said Tan May Lin, 
Director, Epson Sales Division and Regional Brand 
& Communications.  "The projectors used in the 

Satisfaction

 Tan May Lin, Director, Epson Sales Division and Regional 
Brand & Communications

university's seminar rooms help to elevate the 
learning experience. Epson projectors offer a large 
display screen size, ensuring that every student in 
the room will be able to view teaching materials with 
no compromise in their learning."

May Lin emphasized, "As a leader in visual 
projection, this is where Epson comes in. Our 3LCD 
projectors deliver sharp, vibrant and high-quality 
projections that will facilitate the learning of the next 
generation of young leaders."

To know more about the Epson EB-L510U and EB-
L20000UNL 3LCD laser projectors, visit 

www.epson.com.sg/laser-projectors

https://www.epson.com.sg/laser-projectors
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A True ‘Passing Out Parade’ by AV

Project Name: Kerala Police Academy 
Convention Centre
Project Location: Thrissur, Kerala
Project Segment: Government
Project OWNER: Kerala Police
Project Management and Design 
Consultant: Uralungal Labour Contract Co-
operative Society
Project Architects/Interior Designers: 
Uralungal Labour Contract Co-operative 
Society
Project Systems Integrator: Greentec 
Digital AV Pvt Ltd (KALITE
Project Highlights: Largest Videowall 
Installation in Kerala; first Police Academy in 
the country to conduct an Online passing our 
parade
Key AV Brands in the Install: Bose, QSC, 
Sennheiser, Allen & Heath, Hawai LED 
Videowall, Kramer, Novostar, Bandridge, 
Studiomaster

FACTFILE

INSTALLATION

Kalite enables Kerala Police Academy to conduct India’s first Online police 
passing out parade

By Ram Bhavanashi

We have heard enough stories about how 
businesses and public life in general had been 
disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic world over. 
However, even as the pandemic had its sway 
spreading across the domains worldwide, we did 
have some resilient stories too from the market 
that appeared to buck the trend, and display the 
determination to brave the odds. This is one such 
story, and it couldn’t come from a better area. 
Kerala Police.

Considered India’s second best police force, the 
Kerala Police renovated their three-decade old 
Academy Convention Centre in Thrissur, and 
in the process unfolded a great story for the 
department, as well as the industry as it became 
India’s first law enforcing institution to conduct 
Passing Out Parade for police online.

SI Asia presents an exclusive:
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Time and tide wait for none, they say. Kerala Police, 
a disciplined institution as it is ought to be, when 
it wanted to renovate its 30-year-old Academy 
convention centre at Thrissur – some 280 km north 
of the State capital – it perhaps was not so oblivious 
of the timing of its initiative;  but rather may have 
wanted to prove its resilience and get ahead with its 
resolve. For, the initiative couldn’t have been ideated 
at a better time to prove a point or two for a law-
enforcing machinery that is considered second best 
in the country!

Thrissur – blessed with nature’s bounty and regarded 
as the cultural capital of the State – is home to 
some of the most famous and fascinating festivals 
of India, besides some landmark sites and seats 
of administration. One among them is the Kerala 
Police Academy. Its renovation into a modern, and 
sophisticated Convention Centre with state-of-the-
art technology was in a way not just in the fitness 
of Thrissur’s reputation, but also a need of the law-
enforcing organ of the government.

So, when the top brass in Kerala Police ideated 
the renovation of its old Convention Centre, one of 
the first things it did was to entrust the Uralungal 

Labour Contract Co-operative Society (ULCCS), 
one of the most trusted brands in the State for 
project management consultancy, design and build 
execution in strict adherence to timeline precision 
and quality guidelines. 

With many a successful project deliveries to its 
credit, ULCCS swung into action immediately, in 
apparent cognition of the prevailing pandemic 
situation, and predicament of moving men and 
material. Even as it worked to evolve a very modern 
yet utilitarian audio-visual design for the facility 
including its interior design and acoustics, ULCCS 
subsequently looked out for an efficient solutions 
provider who could integrate the designed AV as 
specified.

Again, a long, trusted relationship and understanding 
of the competence doing the talking, Kochi-based 
systems integrator Greentec Digital AV Pvt Ltd 
(KALITE) landed the prestigious project. The job 
essentially required it transform the otherwise 
conventional set-up into a modern, multipurpose 
facility that could host various activities relating to 
Kerala Police.
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“The client wanted the 
space to be well-equipped 
in form and function for 
conducting events like 
Police Convocation Day, 
Passing Out Parade, 
Academy gatherings, 
conferences, HD live 
broadcast sessions, and 
training programmes 
through audio-visual 
technology means,” 

explains Juvaid KV, Director at Kalite who played 
central to the integration. 

For the integrator, the project was as challenging 
as it was prestigious. While the timeline for the 
deliverables was familiarly short, it was to be 
executed in a pandemic situation with restrictions on 
movement of men and material. Adding to that were 
some site-specific structural challenges making it all 
the more challenging.

The fan-shaped structure of the 800-seat auditorium 
– the main stage of the facility – put limitations on 
the number and positioning of speakers, creating 
an ideal audio ambience that could suit multiple 
situations was one of a potential challenge. 
Interestingly, a precision intelligible audio 
environment was one of the pre-requisite spec put 
forth by the client. 

According to him, the then Additional Director 
General of Police Mrs B. Sandya, who visualized the 
transformation of the convention centre and took an 
active role in the proceedings, was very particular 
in its precision audio ambience, considering the 
ensuing multipurpose functional nature of the facility.

Given the setting, Kalite had to understandably 
work hard on the challenges so that the deliverables 
were in perfect precision with the client expectation. 
According to the integrator, they were greatly 
supported both by the ULCCS and the OEMs 
concerned who understood the situation and 
extended every bit of cooperation, without which it 
couldn’t have been achievable with that ease as they 
did.

“Since most of the equipment was to be imported, 
it was indeed challenging. However, fortunately 
for us, we have a track record of creating success 
stories in tough situations,” Juvaid recalls. “We had a 
commendable support from the PMC and the OEMs 
at every stage of the proceedings,” he said. “With 
their long and strong positioning in the domain, and 
with their understanding of the client, their support to 
our integration expertise was simply gratifying.”

The Experiential AV
As a matter of fact, the Kerela Police Academy 
Convention Centre design is unique for both its audio 
and video. Audio, for its typical structural design and 
challenges it posed thereof, and video for its 385-
inch (32 feet) diagonal LED video wall that is claimed 
to be the largest indoor LED video wall install in the 
State.

“The AV ambience was to be experiential in its form 
and function, given the multipurpose nature of the 
finished project,” recalls Juvaid. “So, we evolved 
a design that is fulfilling- particularly in events like 
Passing Out Parade – which actually happened there 
– and other such gatherings,” he explains. “Watching 
a Police Parade on the large screen with a perfectly 
aligning audio of the band is something one would 
love to be in.”

Audio Design
With a view to overcoming the fan-shaped structural 
challenge, and evolve a uniformly pervasive audio, 
the SI chose Bose Panaray 802 Series IV speakers 
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as FOH and delay. The solution comprised 1200 H x 
1000 V nominal coverage pattern but was configured 
to give a maximum SPL of 116dB- the specification 
required by the client & consultant.

The low frequency ambience was set by a pair of 
Bose F1 active subwoofers while the entire audio 
environment was powered by a pair of QSC PLD 
4.2 amplifiers working in tandem with Bose ESP-412 
DSPs while Allen & Heath Z24FX audio mixer did the 
mixing job at the control level. A pair of Studiomaster 
B200 active loudspeakers was also roped in for a 
precision stage-monitoring audio.

While the client side team – apparently lead by 
Mrs. B Sandya – was particular on a perfectly 
multipurpose audio, it also made clear to the design 
team that the interior design could not be tampered 
with. “So, no surface mounting either on ceiling or on 
walls,” recalls the Kalite Design Head, “they wanted 
a lean kit sort that did not affect the interior design 
appeal, still met the spec; so we had to create those 
customized audio suspending kits.”

With a view to enabling speaker sessions, the audio 
capture component had been tasked to Sennheiser 
wired and wireless microphones – Sennheiser XSW 
35A, 12a, and E835S – along with Sennheiser XSW 
52A headmic set besides a MAT 133S-B table stand 
with programmable mic button for goosenecks.

Video Design
Complementing the audio, the client required a 
refreshingly new and state-of-the-art video solution 
which the solution provider chose to meet with a 
385-inch diagonal LED video wall from HAWAII, a 
Kochi-based indigenous LED solutions provider. The 
P4 LED video wall from HAWAII was found to be a 
perfect match for the setting at the convention centre.

The design team chose to augment the 385-inch 
large video wall displays with a VX 4S processor 
from Novastar while playing central to the whole 
video experience was the Kramer VS44UHDA 
matrix switcher that dishes out 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 
HDMI signals with the ability to equalize and 
route signals from any one of four HDMI, HDCP−

www.kalite.co.in

compliant sources (selectable) to any or all outputs 
simultaneously- even as it does the embedding and 
de−embedding the analog audio, in addition to four 
ARC sources to produce an equivalent 12x12 audio 
matrix- thereby offering a great audio flexibility.

“We have been Kramer partner in the region for long; 
we know the experience we can create with a Kramer 
solution in place,” asserts the Kalite Director. “For us, 
nothing fits in the situation like Kramer.”

The integrator also chose to put a VU Ultra 4K 
television on the stage to monitor the video feeds 
from the dais itself.

With a reportedly commendable support from the 
task teams involved, Kalite succeeded in its project 
delivery on time. Understandably, while the facility 
had a very soft launch by the State Chief Minister 
Pinarayi Vijayan owing to the pandemic condition, its 
first big proof of success came when the Academy 
went conducting what was evidently the country’s 
first online Passing Out Parade of police. 

“It was one of the most fulfilling moments for us 
in recent times,” recalls the Kalite Director. “It 
was practically coming out trumps from troubling 
conditions,” he says. “What more can a success 
want.”

INSTALLATION

http://kalite.co.in
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DISPLAY ADS

Give a new lease of life to your TH Source 
Four: Convert it to an LED Version!

fEEbEE: The Ultimate SOURCE FOUR RGBALC 
LED ENGINE

More details HERE
10K Asia rep: manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com

The Sani-Spray Enviro Pad is a customisable, 
fully automated hands-free and differently-abled 
friendly sanitisation booth. Suitable for any and all 
environment that see high foot traffic, the ENVIRO 
Pod is effective by using a misting spray designed 
specifically to neutralise up to 99.9% of all bacteria 
and viruses in under 10 seconds., 

Distributed by: TSB Global Distribution.
Email: ted@tsbglobal.com.sg

Mention  SI Asia for a legitimate 5% discount

Looking for a Studio to Stream Virtual Events

theLAB in Singapore is the answer.

theLAB is a 1500 SqFt Livestream-ready Studio Space 
available for rental with full audio-visual support & ex-
perienced technical crew provided, in order to provide 
a seamless experience for you & your guests.

www.tpp.com.sg

SANI-SPRAY ENVIRO PAD

http://www.10knew.com/product/10k-led-rgbacl-engine/
mailto:manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com
http://tsbglobaldistribution.com/
mailto:ted@tsbglobal.com.sg
mailto:julie@spinworkz.com
http://www.tpp.com.sg/
mailto: admin@spinworkz.com
https://youtu.be/iboZgWPXSkw

